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THE IFFSCT OF SOIL RIACTIOH OK THK GKOWTH 0? T0MAT03S 
I and LSTTtTCE AND ON TliE NITjROGM, PHOSPHORUS, AM) MANG,(U<ni;SE j CONTENT OF HE SOIL AND PMT. 
By E. M. Iramert. 
Introduction 
j It has long been recogaized that a sour or acid soil is 
not favorable to the growth of most plants. Many experiments 
have boon conducted to detonaine the esact soil reaction -which 
favors the growth of various plants. As a rule a slight 
acidity has been found to be most favorable» In solution and 
sand cultures many investigatory have found a double optimum 
similar to that reported by Hixon (43)» 
The only extensive v/ork which has been conducted on the 
control of soil reaction Is that involving the addition of lime 
to the soil. Hartwell and Damon (41) were the first to study 
this problem thoroly and they have listed a large number of 
crops In the order of their preference for llmeo Later con­
flicting results along this line, however, have shoY/n that the 
type of soil and the nature of the climate may be as important 
as the soil reaction itself. The application of reagents 
other than liiae to control the reaction of the soil has been 
studied but to a very limited ezteat. 
There is very little in the literature bearing 
- 7 -
speoifieally on the effect of soil reaction on the growth of 
lettuce and toiaatoes and jaiany of the results are conflicting. 
Liltevjise the literature deacrihing the exact changos brought 
about in the soil and the effects on the plant by changing 
the soil reaction is meagrs and not conclusiTG® 
» a -
statement of Problem 
It was the purpose of this investlgatioa to determine 
the effect on the yields of tomatoes and lettuce of varying 
the soil roaotion in a uniform soil by a nuiaber of different 
reagents. Not only lime, but other reagents were used in an 
effoi't to ascertain whether or not a certain pH is optimma for 
plant growth regardless of the reagent employed to obtain the 
particular rsaction.With the addition of liiae, it may be the 
effect of the calcium as much as the control of acidity ishich 
affects plant growth. 
At the same time a study was made of the effect of the 
different reactions obtained and ions added on the transforma­
tions of nitrogen, phosphorus^ and manganese in the soil and on 
their absorption by tomatoes and lettuce plantSv 
- 9 -
II o LITERATURE R3S?IISW» 
PRBYIOTJS IvIBlTHODS OF CONTROLLING REACTION. 
Most of the metiiGds used to oontrol soil reaction have 
been limited to the use of somo form of sulfur for increasing 
the acidity and some form of calcium for increasing the 
alkalinity^ Hoagland and Christie (45) used oalciiim oxide and 
Xiwestone on a silty clay loam of pE 7«77. Seven hundredths 
of a percent of CaO caused an iicmediate change to a pH of 9.06 
followed by a decrease to 8,15 in 80 days# Growing barley in 
the soil at pH 9.05 caused the pH to drop to 7*8, The calcium 
oside partially sterilized the soil* Pierre (67) used 
fertilizer combinations^ liae, and basic slag to regulate the 
pH in soils. Basic slag was found to neutralize acidity and 
add phosphorus in an available form. 
Gainey (3X) obtained desired reactions by mixing acid 
and a3Jsaline soils. He also used calsium, magnesium^ and 
sodium carbonates to secure high pH values and sulfuric, 
aceticJ butyric9 and hydrochloric acids to secure low pE values. 
^lair and Prince (4) in a study of the effect of soil 
reaction on active aluminum regulated the reaction by the us8 
of ammonium sulfate, sulfur, and sulfuric acids as acidity 
agents and limestone, basic slag> and acid phosphate as basic 
- 10 -
agents. On 3|- pounds of soil of an initial reaction of 
pH 6,06J 40 grams of ammonium sulfate gave pH 5,93; 16 grams 
of sulfur J 4.20; 5 cc» of H2SO4 (1-5)» 4o87| 10 GG<. « 3«43| 
and 80 ooe, S,47o Five grams of limestone gave pH 5.77, and 
80 grams, 7,78 on a soil initially testing pH 4,155 on the 
same soil 5 grams of "basic slag gave pH 5,41, and 80 grams 
8,21, vihile 5 grams of super phosphate gave 4fl26, and 80 grams 
4.57. 
Joffe and McLean (48) added sulfur to a soil of pH 9. 
The reaction changed to pH 7 in 20-30 dayso 
Lipman and Sharp (56) tested the application of sulfuric 
acid to alkali soils on a rather large scale. , The yield of 
barley was greatly increased* 
Martin (59) in studies on the relation of soil acidity 
to potato scab, controlled soil acidity by varying additions 
of sulfur. On Penn loam 30G pounds of sulfur changed the re­
action from pH 6,S7 to 5«07| 600 pounds to 5«57| 1200 pounds 
to 5,00, 
Rudolfs (71) found that a rapid neutralization of black 
alkali occurred with sulfur applications. 
Carr and Havercamp (16) used sulfuric, acetic, silicic 
and phosphoric acids on soil in ^ llon jars. Phosphoric and 
silicic acids caused much less acidity than sulfuric and 
acetic acids. 
- 11 -
other papers "ci/ere eacamined in which the soil reaction 
was controlled, but in all cases some reagent already listed 
Mas employed. 
~ 12 -
NITEIFIGATION. 
Many investigators have reported that acidity is unfav­
orable to nitrification, and that limestone corrects the dele­
terious effect. Coois (IS) showed that calcium oaiide greatly 
enhanced the conversion of aiamonium sulfate nitrogen into 
nitrate. Barthel and Bengtsson (2) found that- lime ana manure 
added to the aoil decreased the nitrates presents Howeverj 
llHie alone or liste plus aiEssomuci sulfate ^s^eauly increased 
nitrification. In the case of the laanure the increased 
bacterial numbers probably assimilated the nitrates, Eobin-
son and Bullis (69) showed that adding lime to an acid soil 
gave a large increase in nitrates* In some cases it "was nec~ 
essary to add phosphorus before the increase Dccm;red« Noyes 
and Conner (64) found that limestone increased the nitrate 
present in the soil. They concluded that an acid soil 
reaches a certain nitrate content and will not go above this 
amount unless treated to lessen the acidity* 
Bromi (10) found that lime greatly increased nitrate 
production from dried blood and ananoniuitt sulfate soil tests 
in the laboratory. It also increased nitrification to some 
extent in the soil alone, 
Willis (83) secured a peculiar result on acid auek soils 
in that the addition of lime increased the acidity slightly 
-f 
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(pH 4»0 to 3,9), This was explained as due to an enormous 
inorease in nitrate nitrogen. ¥ery large amounts of the nitro­
gen present in the muek soils were transformed to nitric acidj 
in the presence of the liiae and thus alkalinity which resulted 
from the use of the lime was entirely neuts^alised. 
Broiffn (9) fouM that sulfur added to soil greatly 
depressed nitrification and that lime acted slowly in 
neutralizing the effects of the sulfur, 
fhe Iowa Agrioultural Experiment Station (46) reports 
a complete cessation of nitrification at a pH of 4,2. Addi­
tions of lime and manure caused a great increase but manure 
alone did not have much effect. 
y^ohlbier (81) showed that alkalinity increased bacterial 
activities in soils particularly nitrification. Acidity af­
fected amonification very little, A point which is rather 
significant in this work is that more total nitrogen vms lost 
in the alkaline soils than in the acid soils. I'his loss of 
nitrogen was from added nitrogen -which evidently had been 
rapidly changed into the readily soluble nitrate. 
Uspensicii (79) concluded that care should be taken not 
to overstep too far the point at which Azotobacter and the 
nitrif iers are at their best. With too great alkalinity the 
activity of the dentrifiers increases* 
It will be noted that the above references refer only 
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I to the beneficial effect of lime on nitrifioatioiu Many more 
I like citations could be given. As yet little work has been 
I done Oh the effect of sodium carbonate on nitrification, 
I Hssults tabulated by Greaves (36) indicate a marked 
I • stiMilation on nitrification and eunmonifioation by sodium 
•| carbonate. 
I GibbSj Batchelor, and Magnuson (33) found that additions 
I of 0.2 percent of sodium carbonate gave marked stimulus to 
1 nitrate fonaatioa. It was less toxic than sodim chloride or 
A 
I sulfateo 
j Brown and Hitchcock (11) demonstrated that sodium ©arbon-
L ate up to 0.5 percent stimulated nitrification and that sodium 
I carbonate did not seein. to be a factor In reducing crop yields. 
I A few investigators have endeavored to find the exact 
1 range and optiiaum pH for tho nitrifying bacteria-
Olsen (65) working -ssith ealcium oxide on acid humus 
soils, set the range at pH 3.7-8,8 with the optimum at 
pH 8,3. 
Gowda (36) stated that the optimum pK for nitrate 
fDimmers is pH 8.5-3,8, 
Gaarder and Hagen (30) found the limiting pH to be 
4,0-4.4, Vihile the optimum was 6.S--7.S, 
Even Winogradsky (85) in 1904 recognized that nitro-
bacter thrived best In an alkalline mediuffli, aince the two main 
- 15 -
salts in his meditim for nitrobacter, sodiuia nitrite and 
sodimn oarbonate, are highly alKaline» 
- 16 
HON-SMIOTIC HITHOGIN FIXATION. 
Most of til© literature dealing with non~symbiotic nitro­
gen fixation is directly ooncerned with Azotobacter and most 
of the t?ork has been carried on with cultures in the labora­
tory. Recent literatiire, however, has been crediting other 
organisms with almost as much importance as Azotobacter# In 
fact Garter and Creaves (17) claim that Utah soils are ex­
tremely active in fixing nitrogen Mthout Assotobacter being 
present. They describe 26 organisms which fix nitrogen in 
Utah soils, some quite actively, the greater per cent of these 
being actinoioyces. These soils are high in potassium and in 
magnesium and calcium carbonates, 
Gainey (31) in a study of the effect of the reaction of 
the soil on Azotobacter found pH 6,0 to be the limit for the 
presence of Azotobacter, In soils from pH 6.0 on up Azoto­
bacter thrive do 
The Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station (51) reports 
that Azotobacter disappeared from unlimed soils ro^rdless of 
food supply, even when sugar was applied. In all well-limed 
soils Azotobacter were present. 
Krisha (54) found a direct correlation between the fixa­
tion of nitrogen in soils and their reactions, S.O lag. of 
nitrogen ?/ere fixed at pH 5.2~5,9j while 4,7 mg, were fixed 
- 17 -
at pH to 7,«65» 
Gainey (32) noted that limestone oause<l an increase in 
Azotobacter growth and in the amount of nitrogen fixed. 
Saelcett (72) reported that phosphates stimulated 
Asjotobaeter growth and nitrogen fixation. Baaldes adding 
phosphorus, phosphates usually led to a higher pH, 
Tamagata and Itano {'87) fjet definite ranges of hydrogen 
ion concentration for the Aaotobacter species as followsj 
Azotobacter gpecieg ; optimum pH i limiting pH 
chro&SoSoum ; 7»5~7.6 ; 5»8 
beijerinckii : 6.7-6,8 : 5.8 
vinelandii ; 7,5«7,7 : 5*9 
J'ohnson and Lipman (49) secured .considerable, nitrogen 
fixation at pH 8»3. The optimum hor/ever was betvjeen pH 7»0 
and 8»G» 
Krishrm (55} found the optimum range of pH for B. 
araylobacter to be 6.0 to 7.0, while Asotobacter thrivod best 
at 7e0 to 8«4. Large amounts of desitrose in the 2!iedia pro­
duced too much acid« 
Winters (8&) emphasized the need of plenty of organic 
matter along -with an almost neutral or alkaline pE in the 
fixation of nitrogen., In laboratory cultures with 0,1 percent 
of limestone added to a soil he secured the equivalent of 
5S pounds per acr« of nitrogen fixed. Y;ith G.4 percent 
- la 
limestone 644 pounds o? nitrogen were fixed per acre while 
with 1 percent, 560 pounds were fixed. With Largs applica­
tions of rotted horse manure 1168 pounds of nitrogen were 
fized and with 1«5 percent pea vines 996 pounds were fixed. 
He found that limestone and quiok-lime when added in equiva­
lent amounts of caiciumj had about the same effect on 
nitrogen fixation. Dolomitie limestone was better than 
caloitie limestone» 
Greaves (38) carried on rather extensive work on the 
effect of leaching and certain microbial stimulants on the 
fixation of nitrogen. He found that sodium carbonate and 
arsenite caused a greater development of colonies of bacteria 
than did 15 tons of manure per acre,. The following table 
from Greaves (gg) is interesting in the light of the -work ivith 
sodium carbonate in the present paper^, 
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HITROGSN GAB? It? SOIL BSGSIVIHG TARIOUS TRSAmiKTS 
AFTER TWO Y5ARS. 
Honaal soil •"OlS 
Loaohed -165 
UaCl in soil 256 
2?^ HagSO^ in soil 288 
2^ HagCO^j, then leaohed 35 
1% each NaClj NagSO_^ 29 
Vfo each UaClj HagCOg 313 
li each NSgSo^, HsgCOg 189 
0.66'^ each HaClj ITagSO^, lfa.gCOg« 327 
- EO -
It will be noted that HagCOg, whore it tyas not leached 
out of the soil caused large gains in nitrogen, Vifhere the 
HagGOg was applied alone and leached the results are not 
ooinparable to those secured where the salts were left 
Had and NagSO^ gaye a gain of only 29 pounds, while NaCl and 
Ha«CO« caused a gain of 315 pounds, and all three salts gave 
<d 
a gain of S77 pounds« This, seems to indicate that Wa2C02 is 
rather active in stimulating nitrogen fixation. It would have 
been interesting if data had been secured with HagCOg left in 
the soil without leaching. 
Greaves attributes these results to the inhibition by 
the stimulants of a "bacteriophagic substance ultra-
microscopic in size ind having the characteristics of a virus 
or ferment". V/hen the bacteriophage is repressed the nitrcfi-
3 become active. 
Few cases are on record whore gains in total nitrogen 
under field conditions are recorded# 
Wilsdon and Ali (84) present interesting data showing 
that fixation in the field is dependent on climate^ An ex«» 
oeedingly dry period follov/ed by a rain led to an enormous 
increase in nitrogen. In the period from May 15, 1916 to 
December 1^ 1916 j a sandy loam changed from 456 pounds of 
nitrogen per acre to 2^540 pounds# A loam soil iTent from 
788 pounds to 1660, while a clay loam changed from 1020 pounds 
p 
i 
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to 1940 pounds per aore. In other years nitrogen was lost. 
The reaction of the soil was not stated but arid soils usually 
have a high pH value. The extremely dry period followed by a 
iiioiat period is comparable to the summer dry period in a 
greenhouse followed by the moist period in the fall, ^he dry­
ing out may act like partial sterilization killing out 
phagocytic organisms more readily than the beneficial spore 
forming bacteria. 
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TRANSfORMTIONS OF HiOSPHORUS« 
The greater part of the literature on the transformations 
of phosphorus deal ^ ith the composting of rock phosphate with 
sand, manure, or applying such mixtures directly to the soils 
^ Brown and Gwinn (13) and many others show that sulfur is very 
^ effective in making phosphorus available from raw rock phos-
; phate. Manure is not as effective but does liberate some 
phosphorus while the combination of both sulfur and manure is 
best. The applloation of sulfur is ultimately equivalent to 
the addition of HgSO^ as it is oxidized rapidly in the soil, 
Tottingham ( 7 7 )  showed that soluble phosphorus was 
rendered unavailable, in fermenting manure and it ms suggested 
that it was taken up by bacteria, Ee stated, however, that 
this probably would not happen if the acid phosphate were not 
added to the manure until just previous to the application 
in the field. 
Truog {78) found that additions to the soil of manure 
with rook phosphate increased the COg which dissolved phos­
phorus and led to its distribution thruout the soil mass, 
Bauer (3) agreed with Tottin#am that organic matter 
may lock up water soluble phosphorus,, but he found that plant 
growth was stimulated in soils in which this locking up prO"-
cess occurredJ showing that plants may utilize more than the 
water-soluble phosphorus. He stated that bases are liberated 
I tliru the action of organic matter which neutralise the freed acids 
I 
I and thus prevent the acids from dissolving phosphorus, 
i ?/iley and Gordon (82) shov^ed that phosphorus which has 
I 
I been adsorbed by the soil colloids and which cannot be leached 
out by watar was available for plant foodo 
Rosamann (70) found that a calcium clay took up much more 
phosphorus than a sodium clay# 
Teakle (76) on the other hand, stated that the adsorption 
I of phosphates is unimportant if it occurs at all in the dilute 
I solution found in Boils» All transformations of phosphorus are chemical or biologlcalo He found that ferric phosphate was least soluble at pH S. At higher pH values ferric hydroxides 
were formed with the liberation of phosphate. Manganese and 
ly 
aluminum phosphates were least soluble under slight/acid condi­
tions and with increased alkalinity liberated phosphates. 
Calcium phosphate was insoluble under alkaline conditionse 
This led to the theory that phosphorus is locked up on the acid 
I side by Al and ih, while it is liberated from these elements on the alkaline side by the precipitation of th© hydroxides. Fraps (28) noted a high correlation between the fixation 
of phosphorus and the amount of aluminum and iron in soils, 
but not with calciumo 
McG-eorge (62) found that Bime increased the avail­
ability of phosphorus and its content in sugarcane, A 
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deficienoj of phospiiorus occurr'Sd in soils around pH Sa He 
ivorked witii highly ferruginous soils and did not add lime 
sufficient to talce the pH much above 7.0« 
Anes and ©aither (1) reported that calcareous- soils 
contained more total and more available (;N/5-initric acid 
soluble) phosphorus than did non-calcareous soils^ 
Breazeale and Burgss.s (7) found that rock phosphate had 
no effoct on alkalins soils, while acid phosphate was of value 
In the presence of organic matter rock phosphate was valuable 
on acid soils* They noted that iron and aluminum cannot re­
move phosphates from, utilization by plants in a soil contain­
ing calcium carbonate and carbon diozide or in a black alkali 
soil, while in a slightly acid soil or in soils containing 
carbonic acid or calciura carbonate alone, iron and aluciinum 
lock up phosphates, 
Parker and Tidmore (66) determined phosphate in a 
diffusate from collodion sacks. Lime sometimes increased and 
sometimes reduced the availability of rock phosphate® The 
solubility in steamed bone meal was repressed by lime. An 
almost congtant solution containing 1 to Ool p.p.m, of phos­
phate was secured. Parker came to the conclusion that plants 
must/'ge;i; phpsphate from a more concentrated soil solution 
the soil particles. 
: MagJ'Uder; (57)  furnished further proof that the presence 
I 
i ~ 25 -
Of Calcium reverted phosphorus by mixing oyster shells with 
n acid phosphate. Ifo water soluble phosphorus could be extracted 
I from the mixture• 
i - 36 -
j 
i 
i 
j TR&HS?ORMATIONS OF ISAIIGAKESE. 
j 
Ho one as yet has worked out any dafiaite cycle for the 
changes thru •stiioh latanganese goes in. the soilo Maaganes© has 
:• different valences, can change Talenca SD readily, and can 
I change to sithar acidic or basic properties so easily that it 
] 
j is very difficult to follow its transformations. Considerable 
j evidence is available, however, to prove that it is siuch more 
1 likely to be in an active form as an acidic compoimd. 
i 
j McHargue (61) definitely proved that manganese may be 
present in toxic amounts in acid soils- Tin added to acid 
soils caused injury to plants ^hile the same amounts added to 
neutral or alkaline soils caused no injury^ 
Funohess (29) found that the rapid nitrification of 
(liIH«)oSO. or dried blood led to the production of enough nitric 
acid in acid soils to cause large amounts of manganese to be­
come active. The soluble manganese changed from none to as 
high as 77«5 p.p.m. after a period of incubation with dried 
blood. Sulfur caused a change from none to as high as 168 p.p.m 
^ of soluble manganese. 
I Skinner and Reid (75) found that when MnSO^ was added to 
[; acid soils the yields were lessened and the oxidative power of 
I the soil was also lessened^ When it was added to a neutral 
I soil or an acid soil^ mde neutral with CaCO^, plant growth was 
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stimulated by the addition and the oxidative power of the soil 
was increased^ 
! deleterious to nitrification® Ajmaonification was not so 
greatly affected, This may be the reason why nitrate forma-
I tion is low in acid soils sino© it is apparent that manganese 
I becomes active in acid soils^, especially where HgSO^ is present 
j Carr and Havereamp (16) noted that the addition of 
s aeids greatly increased the active uianganess in the soilsa 
Gilbert, BsLean, and Hardin (34) on the other hand found a 
I deficiency of manganese induced by continued addition of lime. 
I Garr and Brewer (15) concluded that 75 pounds or more of sol-
I lible manganeso per acre we3?e tozic<. Ifenganese is hard to 
i throw out of solution by lliae or other alkalis The preoipita-
i tion begins at pH 7oS and is complete at about pH Ferric 
I I iron comes out at pH 5*55 ferrous iron at pH 6-7.9; AIPO4. at 
j pH 5,9j and Al(OH)g at pH 6, Al{OH)g redissolves at pH 8,6. 
V v' c< o 
Brown and Minges (IS) reported that manganese/espeeially 
! 
I s •• 
3 
1 
EfFSOT OF SOIL BE.AGTION OK YTjJLDS OF ISTTUGE 
Just four cases were found in tiie literature where parti­
cular atteation ms focused on the effect of reaction on let-^ 
tuce. Hartwell and Damon (41) In 1914 found that lettuce was 
greatly favored by applications of lirne^ On the other hand, 
in 1925 Crist {icar noted very hannful effects from lime and 
proved lettuce to be quite acid tolerant^ In 1&S7 Gourley 
{35} reported no deleterious effects of lime on lettuce until 
a reaction of pH 8,5 was reached# At that point a spotting 
and injury to the edge of the leaves resalted« In most cases 
below this point lime proved beneficial« In 19SS Hardenburg 
(39) working with acid muck soils, found that in acid soils 
high in plant nutrients lettuce did not respond to liming, 
I In fact he agreed with Crist that Lettuce is quits acid 
tolerant* 
The problem is evidently still far from settled. Un­
doubtedly part of the reason for this division of opinion is 
the diffea^nce in the soils used# Hartwell and Daraon were 
working with heavy clay soils containing much aluminma, iron, 
I and manganese which were tosric in acid soils and lime 
immediately overcame this toxicity, Crist was v^orktng with a 
mixture of two-thirds muck and one-third fairly coarse di'if t 
sand and a potting soil of a loamy nature, t^ich did hot con­
tain such large amounts of toxic elements. Crist gave the 
i si 
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amount of "active" aluminum found by Burgees and Pember's 
method as 0.104 percent. Burgess (14) working with soils from 
the same station as Hartwell and Damon (41), obtained about 
the same amount (841 p.p.m.). However, it is recognized that 
heavy clay soils usually contain more of the mineral elements 
which an acid reaction is very likely to bring into a "toxic 
activity"* Burgess (14) found that the aluminum was high in 
acid soils and he ascribed decreased yields of lettuce on the 
acid side to the aluminum and the better yields on the alka­
line side to the precipitation of this element. However, 
later results in this paper show that manganese may be even 
more potent in its toxic action in acid soils than is aluminum. 
Crist is the more likely not to have brought toxic 
amounts of manganese into play in his study of light soils 
than Hartwell and Damon in their heavier clayey soils. 
Again in 1918 Hartwell and Pember (42) reported lime 
even in small amounts to greatly benefit lettuce. They 
ascribed the results to the precipitation of toxic aluminum 
sulfate. Opposed to this is the work of Boullanger (5) who 
found that applications of sulfur, aluminum sulfate, and 
manganese sulfate increased the yields of lettuce. 
Sandsten (73) reported that animal manures were much 
superior to chemical manures on lettuce* Other similar 
reports might be given of the beneficial effects of manure 
- m -
{which usually has an ailcaline reaotion) on the yields of 
lettaoe. 
Just one test of the effect of an application of sodium 
carbonate on lettuce was found in the literaturs and in this 
case the carbonate was not applied f3?om the raaction stand­
point. \¥heelep (80) found that lettuce did much better with 
sodium carbonate than with sodium chloride, altho potassium 
carbonate was the best treatnient of all.» 
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BF^SCr 01? SOIL REACTION (M YIELDS OF TOMATOSS 
. Howhere in th© llteratwe could there be found a deflait© 
study of the effect of soil reaction on the yield of tomatoes. 
A nmaber of reports are given of the effects of Ijjxiing hut no 
e^Q3?imeats were located in which carefully recorded or con~ 
I trolled soil reaction changes were tested^ 
In 1898, Jordan (50) made the statement that nitrate of 
) soda la all oases gave the earliest yield but that lime 
? caused a greater gro'srth of vine, fessey {6&) la 1900 seoured 
muah greater yields from limed plots due primrily to the 
eontrol of bacterial blights In 1914 Hartwell and Damon (41) 
noted no benefit from lime on tomatoes. In 1918 Montgomery 
^ (65) found that limestone with a complete fertiliser gave in-
Magruder (58) reported that lime alone increased the 
yield of tomatoes* Also •when used in combination with manure 
the yield was increased, but when used with commercial 
i fertilizers the phosphorus seemed to be locked up. 
creases in the yields of tomatoes* 
i 
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EFFECT OF SOIL RSACTIOK OH MITRATEt PHOSPHATE,, 
AM MAiJGAKSSE ABSORmOI IN TOMTOSS AM) STTOIil. 
Ho refereaoes were loeated which gaTe data on the effeot 
of soil reaction on tlie nitrate, phosphate, oi? manganese 
absorption in tomatoes and lettuce-
Gilbert, McLean and Hardin (54) found manganese starva­
tion on highly limed soilsj while iron was found abundant in 
oats and spinach. Gn applying manganese uhlorosls -was over­
come while iron did not remedy it« Spinach on highly limed 
plots contained 50 p»p,ffl» of manganese while on liiaed plots 
having manganese applied the spinach contained SO p«p.m» 
Carr and Havercamp {16) gave the only data found on the 
effect of acids on the aaiouats of manganese in plants. Addi­
tions of sulfiiriOj silicic and acetic aoids to soils inoreased 
the Banganese in soybeans. Phosphoric aoid seemed to lower it 
somewhat. 
... :l - -
I 
J 
] III. Experimental Procedure and Results, 
I A. Methods of Procedure; 
I Choice of Medium 
-
I 
I Most inve-stigators have used solution or sand cultures 
I in their reaction expericients, Altho they give better oppor-
]> tunity to control the reaction and to know the composition of 
the medium, they do not represent actual soil conditions. 
Hesuilts secured in solution and sand cultures are often exactly 
opposite to those which would be obtained in soil. ?/hile all 
5 soils are not alikej it is obvious that results secured in a 
soil would be 33iore nearly applicable to other soils than would 
' the results of solution cultures, furthermore the investigator 
using .solution or sand cultures cannot follow the changes tak~ 
ing place in his cultures even if he knows all the constitu­
ents of the medium# The results from the direct treatment of 
I soils then, obviously, are siore practical and v?orth ¥hlle even 
? if all the phenomena taking place cannot be followed, owing 
^ to their complexity. 
Effects of Soil Reaction on the Nutrient Solution 
There are two -ways by which reaction influences the 
J chemical composition of the nutrient solution in the soil« 
^ First, by affecting the solubility of the minerals in the soil, 
and secondly, by affecting the growth of the baotcrial flora 
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I of the soil* Tha second way i s  indirect, in that the bacter­
ial growth regulates to a largo extent the amount of nutrionts 
in the soil solution. HoTsever, ths combined effects of the 
two influences may be ascertained by determining the composi-
! 
i tion of the solution in the soil. The reaction and various 
ions present also undoubtedly affect the physical aai;e~up ox 
the soil as well, and this in turn influences both bacterial 
i and plant growth. It is Impossible to regulate the reaction 
of the soil unless some foreign ion is added since the H4' 
and —OH ions cannot be added alone or in combination u'ith each 
other, but must be coupled to some electropositive or electro­
negative ion which may or say not affect the ^owth of plants. 
Ifaterials and Methods used in Controlling Soil_RMQ|i£a 
Choice of Beagents 
In order to determine plant growth at a certain reaction, 
for example pE 5, it would not be desirable merely to use sul-
fur or sulfuric acid in sufficient amounts to bring about a 
ij. reaction of pH 5, since the sulfate radical might cause a dif­
ference in the results from those secured in the check soi.L 
and any effect from the change of reaction would not be 
in order to overcome this difficulty at least partially three 
different acids and three different bases were used in three 
^ 35 ^ 
differenl; ways to secure the various reaotions from pH 4 to 
pH 9, sulfuric, phosphoric, and nitric acids ?/ere used as 
the acids and calcium oarbonatSj caloium hydroxide, and sodimn 
carbonate J v;ere employed as bases, if the plants grew best at 
pH 5 "Hith all the acids used it would b«3 reasonably safe to 
conclude that this was the best reaction for the growth of the 
,i plant in question. 
Choice of Crops 
Bonny Best and Marglobe tomatoes were used as typical of 
a deep-rooted warm season crop. Grand Rapids forcing lettuce 
was used as typical of a shallov;«rooted quick-growing, cool 
season orop» 
s 
i 
I - go ~ 
I Treatmsnts: 
] Lsttuce Plots 
I Figure:!., shows the arrangement and treatments of the 
j . plots in which lettuce was grom from. October Sist, 1928 to 
!
April 8th, 1929. Since the greenhouse was too warm for let­
tuce, froia April 14th to July 19th, 1929, tomatoes i^ere grown 
on these plots during this period. Lettuce v;as again groYm in 
the plots from October 1st, 1929 to February ISthj 1930. 
I 
I Table I« shows the chemicals added to the various plots thru-
Iout the periods. The plants were grown in the saiie soils, with the exception of plots 1 and 2G» From Octobsr Slst, 1928 to July 19, 1923 an old soil -which had been in the gresnhouse for several years was used in plots 1 and 20, The other plots con-
I tained soil as described above» On Septeisber 26 the old soils 
I in plots 1 and 20 were discarded and a frash soil of approz-
iiijjately the same source and like treatment as in the other plots was used to replace the discarded soilsx^ On September 10. 1929, 14 pounds of medium rotted cow manure "tere added to p plots 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 15, and 16. This vms equivalent 
1 to an addition of 25 tons per acre. 
I The chemicals added were: sodium carbonate (l!lagCOg)j 
I anhydrous powder; hydrated lime (<.Ca(GH)g), comereial poisder; 
i ^ 
I oaleium carbonate (CaCOg), limestone ground to pass about a 
i 
10~mesh sievei sulfuric acid, (K„SO^) concentrated, c,p«; 
i Ai 4; 
r'r? o / 
Eigure I 
Arrangement of Lettuce Plots, 
1 old cheok 
2 check 
3 Ca(0H)2 
4 CaOOg 
5 CaCOg 
6 H„SO^ 2 4 
7 H„SO. 2 4 
8 
2 4 
9 HHO„ 
o 
10 Check 
20 
19 HHO, 
18 Check 
17 HgPO^ 
16 check 
15 HgPO^ 
14 
13 NagCOg 
12 NagCOg 
11 
GMS I. 
umiA'smTs 0? SOILS ON ®ICN IETTUCS im omm FHOM OCJOBER 20, 192s TO 
fEBHUASY 12, I93O. T0MA3?0ES f/EHB (mom OH 'i?HF.SE HLOIS FHOM APRIL ik, 5P0 
JULY 19, 1929» (1000 ^s. s 2.2 tons per 2 million tjomds of soli). 
Grams -oer Plot. 
. Plot 
Chemicals 
Used 
OctoTjejf 
19 
HoveaiTJer 
2 19 
5!otal 
added 
for 
lettuce 
iq2S-»2C} 
Aiaril 
12 
Serst ember 
^26 
Total 
Mded 
1 Old 
Cheek: 
Hew Oom-
•00 st Gbfid 
2 Check 
3 Oa(OH)2 1000 500 SOO 2300 200 500 3000 
h CaCOj 2000 3000 3000 SOOO 100 
Ca(0E)2 
SOOO -t 
100 
Oa(OH)2 
CaGO-? 1000 ^500 li^O 1500 
6 %SOi^ 100 100 200 Hoo 50 200 650 
7 HgSOif Uoo iKX) SOO 100 300 1200 
B B^SO}^ soo 300 700 ISOO 200 700 2700 
9 HHO-, lioo 500 900 100 300 1500 
10 CSiedc 
11 Na^CO:, 600 100 200 900 100 Uoo lUOO 
12 SagCGr, Uoo Uoo 50 U50 
3.3 Bag 00^ 200 200 200 
Ik H^jPOi^ 150 200 350 100 200 650 
15 Uoo 100 500 1000 100 500 1600 
16 Check: 
17 soo 300 SOO 1900 300 1500 3700 
IS (Saedk 
19 MO, 100 150 250 100 350 
20 Old 
Soil 
HjPOij 
70 70 ITew Coar-
post + 
150 gas. 
HagOO^j 
70 4 
150 
Sa. 
1 
i i 
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pliosphorlc acid (KgPO^), 85 percent syrupy U.S»?.; and aitric 
acid (MOg), concentrateda c.p. 
Tomato Plots 
Figure 11 shows the arrangement and treatments of the 
plots in which tomatoes were groTO from October 20, 1928 to 
July 19, 1929, and September 16, 1929 to February 1, 193G. 
Table 2 shov/a the. chemicals added. The soil in plots 1 and 33 
was changed ;just as in the case of lettuce plots numbers 1 and 
20. On September 10 manure lyas added to plots 17 to 33 
inclusive, at the same rate as on the lettuce plots, The chem-
icals used were taken from the same containers as those used 
on the lettuce plots. The soil used has been described above. 
I 
Figure II. 
Arrangement of Tomato Plots 
33 
3 4 
1 old oheok 32 check 
2 ohock 31 HtTOg 
3 Ca(0H)2 30 HgCO^ 
4 ®3^°4 29 
5 H PO 
3 4 
28 ''g=°4 
6 H PO 
3 4 
27 Na„CO„ 
« 0 
7 CaGO„ 
3 
26 Ka^OOg 
8 C^iCO. 
£/ 
25 Ha^OO^ 
9 HagCOg 24 HNO3 
10 HagOOg 23 cheok 
11 NagCOg 22 V°4 
12 HgSO^ 21 V4 
13 
^8^04 
20 GaCOg 
14 
^8^04 19 H„PO, 3 4 
15 HNOg 18 Oa{OH)g 
16 oheok 17 HNOg 
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gm-E 2. 
TEEASffiKTS 01'' SOILS IS VffllCH TOIWJOES irSBB GUOiW fHOM OCTOBEH 
20, 192s TO mmum 1, 1530. (1000 gms. » 2.2 tons W 2 million 
poxmds of  soi l )  
Ml weights in araas oer rtlot. 
Hot 
Cheraicals 
Used 
Oofco"bQr 
16 
Sovera'bei 
2 
•^otal 
on fall 
Crop 
Fel), 19 
total on 
Spring 
Cro-n 
Seutesiber 
"13 
Total 
Chemicals 
Added 
1 Old 
Che(&; 
Hew 
Conroost. 
2 Oheck 
3 Oa(OH)2 200 1000 1200 800 500 2500 
35 . 35 200 200 435 
3 135 soo 935 5OQ 500 1935 
6 H-^POu 270 1000 1270 SOO 1200 3270 
7 CaOC^ 500 5000 5500 3000 S5OO 
8 Oa OOj 200 2000 2200 500 
0a(0H)2 
2200 4 500 
Qa(0H)2 
9 SagCO-, 300 100 I4OO 200 500 1100 
10 HagCO- 200 100 300 300 
n ITagCO:^ 100 100 
- 100 
12 HgSO}^ 25 100 125 200 150 475 
13 100 Uoo 500 500 300 1300 
lU HgSOl^ 200 600 SOO 700 700 2200 
15 25 100 125 100 100 '425 
16 Ohe<& 
17 HHO^ 100 150 250 500 500 1250 
IS 0a(0H)2 200 1000 1200 SOO 500 2500 
19 270 1000 1270 SOO 1500 3570 
20 0aC03 300 5000 5300 3000 500 
0a(0n)2 
S3OO + 500 
Ca(0H)2 
21 H^PG}| 135 800 935 500 200 1635 
22 35 50 S5 200 100 3S5 
21 Cheek; 
24 imO:; 25 100 125 100 100 325 
25 IfagOOTj 300 100 400 200 500 1100 
26 SagC», 200 50 250 100 350 
27 HagCO^ 100 100 100 
TABLE 2—(Contimaed) 
Plot 
Chemicals 
Used 
October 
16 
lovenber 
2 
Sotal 
on Fall 
Crop 
Jeb. IS 
total on 
Spring 
CroT5 
Seiateiaber 
" 13 
Total 
Ghesaicals 
Added 
28 HpSOli 200 600 SOO 700 
0
 
0
 
IT 
2000 
29 HgSGt^  100 iWO 500 500 100 1100 
30 ^SOij 25 50 75 200 50 325 
31 EHO-^ 100 100 200 500 Uoo 1100 
^2 Check 
33 S3PO1J 50 50 Oosamost + 
500 HagCO-, 
50+500 
HagCOs 
Method of Applying the Reagents, 
The weighed amount of the acid to he applied was placed 
in a 6 liter Pyrsx Florence flask and the flaak filled with 
water. After mixing the acid and water the solation was 
poured as uniforraly as possible over the mediuni dry soil 
(approximtely IQfs moisture) in the plot. The soil ?/a3 then 
soaked at once with water from a hose to prevent any vigorous 
action of the more or less concentrated acid on the soil and 
to distribute the acid uniformly thruout the entire mass of 
soil. The basic salts were applied in the powdered or gx'ound 
form and worked into the total eight inches of soil» I'he 
plots were then soaked with v/ater. Several days trere allowed 
before talcing the pE reading in order to permit the soil to 
COBB to equilibrium and eseess water to drain out« If the 
reading indicated that further additions were needed the pro­
cess was repeatedo In about three days after the last 
application of reagents the plants were set in the plots. 
Pstermination of Buffer Effect of the Soil 
and the iUaounts of Reagents Heeded. 
In order to determine the amounts of reagents needed SO 
gram portions of the soil to be used were treated with varying 
quantities of the reagents. Tenth normal solutions of the 
aaids ^ere used and the bases applied in the solid foria. The 
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treated portions of soil were then saturated with water. In 
about one hour the pH was determined^ The volume of soil in 
each plot was calculated and the approximate amount of re­
agent needed calculated from the results of the preliminary 
tests. 
Soils Used 
Soil was taken from a rather low place on the north 
central portion of the Kentucky Horticultural Bxperimeut Farm, 
L83:ington, Kentuclcy» It v/as of an unusually "black color for 
Kentucky bluegrass soils as found ai'ound Lesingtono The soil 
was thoroly mixed with a well-rotted manure and sod compost in 
the ratio of about S/4 soil to 1/4 compost, before being placed 
in the greenhouse benches. 
Method of Making the Hydrogen Ion Determinations 
Portions of soil from four sections of the plot were 
composited and 20 grams of this soil shaken islth 40 cc« of dis­
tilled water. The pH of this mixture was isiinediately de­
termined by means of the quinhydrone electrode» The instrument 
used was a small compact potentiometer designed especially for 
pH measurements with the quinhydrone electrode. The instrument 
is guaranteed accurate to 0.04 pH over a range of about 1 pH to 
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9 pH. It is used in conjunction with a saturated ealoiael cell 
and a qiiinhydrone electrode, using gold coils as the electrode 
imit« The soils wqtq shaken continuously by hand ?&ile the 
reading was taken. The set was checked against a purchased 
standard buffer solution at the start of every sat of determin~ 
ation-s» The calomel electrode arm was flushed out after each 
reading, 
Karraker (52) found that acid soils of Kentucky often 
cause a creep in the potential v/hen quinhydrone is added to 
the soils making the results unreliable^ He states that this 
is probably due to the high manganese content of Kentucky 
soils. However, fairly accurate results may be. secured by 
taking the first equilibrium reading. The soils used in this 
experiment were almost black, due to the presence of large 
amounts of organic matter® Karrakersoils were of the usual 
brownish to reddish type found in Kentuclcy, Little drift was 
found even in the acid soils, altho at times it became appar­
ent in the extreme acid range. On soils from the lo^a 
Agricultural Experiment Station no drift i^hatever was found,. 
The Iowa soils were low in oanganese and high in organic 
matter. 
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Method of Taking Yields of Lettuce 
Before talcing yields the plots \?Qre allowed to dry so 
that the foliage vms in a rionaal condition with no excess 
moisture present. The plants ifere cut off on a level with the 
ground* The yello?7ed or soiled leaves were broken off and the 
plants weighed immediatQly. The refuse was weighed and called 
unsalable. The total yields given in the tables include both 
the salable and unsalable portions of the plant3„ A record 
was taken of the dwarfed plants in SOBB cases in order to de­
termine the unevennesso 
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Method of faking Yields of Tomatoes 
The ripe fruits mre weighed from each plot and the 
nuiober taken. Dates of each picking T!?ere recorded. At the 
end of the test any large green tomatoes yet on the vines were 
recorded and added to the total weight of ripe fruit. All 
sizes of fruit, but no fruit with serious blossom end rot are 
included in the total yields given. 
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CONTROL 0£ AHO DIS5AS1S 
The yields of the first crop of tomatoes were ruined by 
nematodes. They are not included in the conclasions drawn as 
to yields. After trying the usual raathods of steam and chemical 
sterilization, resulting in only partial controlj a new method 
was used (23) which effected complete control and ao trouble 
occurred with the second and third crops. The method used 
consisted of closing the greenhouse tightly on a hot sunny 
day in August and firing the furnace to capacity. A tempera­
ture of 170 degrees F® ms seeured« A temperature of 140-170 
degrees in the air, and 120-140 degrees in the soil ms 
maintained for several days and nights, 
liiite fly was controlled by the use of pyx'ethruia sprays 
(S4) under high pressure at a temperfiture of about 100 degrees 
P. 
I'usarium wilt caused some trouble when Bonny Best isras 
used, but ms eliminated almost entirely by using Marglobe. 
Blossom end rot occurred., but no remedy v/as found. 
Some tip burn was experienced in the lettuce, but was 
not serious at any time, most of the crops being entirely 
ffee from it. 
Aphis on the lettuce was controlled by tobacco fumiga­
tion. 
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Methods for Analysts of the Soil 
Determining Nitrate Kitrogen in the .Soil, 
To study the effects of the different reactions on 
nitrification, saraplos prere taken iiamediately before and after 
the growth of practically every crop of lettuce and of every 
crop of toiaatoeG. In a few eases nitrate nitrogen was det-
ei-mined in the soil more frequently than this. In some cases 
the determinations after one crop served for those preceding 
the next crop "when the succeeding crop was pli?.nted iiamediately. 
Soil was taken from S or 4 different places in each plot and 
mixede a?hese samples -were immediately spread out in a thin 
layer and dried. 25 grains of the composited air dry soil were 
then shaken inter-nittently lYith 120 cc. of TOter and 5 cc. 
M/g CUSO for ahout twenty minutes. One-half gram of calcima 
4 
hydroxide was added, the soil shaken for a few minutes^ and 
filtered. A clear filtrate was secured even with the extremes 
of pR 4 and 9. The nitrate nitrogen in this filtrate was then 
detemined by the phenoldisulfonic acid isethod as outlined by 
Harper (40)-, with the exception that the evaporation ^ as 
carried out in S50 cc, Erlenmeyers and sodiuia hydroxide was 
used as tte ^jase. A little more than S cc» of the phenoldi-
sulfonic acid was used if needed to cover the salts in the 
Srlemaeyer,. 
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Method for Deterrainlng Total Hitrogen. 
Saiaples were taken from those prepared for the determin-
I ation of nitrates. Total nitrogen was determined in. the air-
I • drjr soil by the chlorate method (20, 21) in which all the 
I nitrogen was converted to nitric acid, the nitric acid dis-
I tilled off J chlorides thrown out "by silver sulfate, the dis-
I tillate neutralised with calciuia hydrate, and nitrate nitrogen 
1 determined by the phenoldisulfonic acid method. This method 
I was used instead of the regular Kjeldahl method prlmrily be-
I cause tha time for the determination was cat from about 3-10 
I hours to within an hour. The procedure was also much easier to 
I carry out and the coloriaetric method used peraiitted of the 
detection of smaller differences in nitrogen than the titration 
of e3:cess acid and calculation by difference used in the 
Kjeldahl method. This is particularly true in small samples 
containing a small amount of nitrogen., The chlorate method was 
compared with the EJleldahl method before accepting the results 
from it. The chlorate and Kjeldahl methods compared favor­
ably (20). 
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Detemination of Total and Filterable Phosphorus 
ill the Soil» 
Total and filterable phosphorus in the soil were determ­
ined by the use of sodium chlorate and an. adaptation of Fiske 
and Subarrow's eoloriiastric msthod as outlined by EiTiEiert (SE)« 
'The methods were found to be both rapid and accurate. Perhaps 
the most used and best method for determining phosphorus which 
is assumed to be available to plants is that first proposed by 
'.Or, A. M. Peter and outlined by Shedd (74). It coiu^ists in 
extracting phosphorus with l/5 nitric acid^ However, when this 
•was tried on the soils treated to regulate pH it tjas found to 
bring all the soils to appr02:iraately the same pE and to obscure 
differences due to the varying reactions. The same was true of 
any other acid solvent useda In order to secure comparable re­
sults without introducing substances ??hich might interfere with 
the results one part of the soil was shaken for ten minutes with 
two parts of water, allowed to stand a few minutes until the 
niain mass of soil settled and the supernatant liquid was then 
filtered thru a IShatman filter paper. 
The filtrate contained water soluble organic and inorgan­
ic phosphorus and some very fine colloidal particles. Total 
phosphorus was determined in this liquid and termed filterable 
phosphorus. This was taken as being available to the plant 
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since any action of the plant in securing undissolved phosphorus 
is undoubtedly exerted on the fine colloidal partioles. The 
siiaking for ten minutes was sufficient to breaJ-c up the soil 
films, but GO unnatural effects should be brought about such as 
\^ould occur if the soil were shaken for a long period of time 
14'ith a large amount of water. Results presented later show a 
\rery consistent correlation of the filterable phosphorus with 
soil treatments and content of phosphate phosphorus in the 
plant. Samples for determination were taken as outliiied for 
the nitrate nitrogen determinations. 
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Betermliiation of Total and Filterable Maaganes© 
in the Soil, 
{fotfal and filtsrsbls niaiigaiiess distssi^iiiiis'cioiis \^bt& laads 
in tlie soil by the use of sodium chlorate and an adaptation of 
•both the official and Willard and Greathouse periodate methods 
for manganese as outlined by Smniert (22)« The es:t3?aetion of 
ths laanganese was accomplished in a sijailar to that for 
total and filterable phosphorus. Samples were taken as for 
nitrate nitrogen. 
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Methods for Analysis of the Plant. 
» 9 
Determination of Hitrata in the plant. 
The nitrate in the plant was deterjained by grinding the 
green sample with calcium hydrate, filtering froiri eopper 
hydroxide, and determining nitrates in the filtrate by the 
phenoldisulfonic acid method as outlined by Smrriert (25}. It 
\7as found thrat laerlsteiaatic tissues were not very consistsnt 
in their nitrate content ainoe it "was iraposaible to obtain tissue 
of the same age. Matured tissues, howeverj gave consistent 
results. 
Bstemination of Total Nitrogen in the Plant, 
Total nitrogen was dstenninsd on one grain, green samples 
in the same manner as was carried out for total nitrogen in 
soils. 
« » « 
Determination of Piiospb^jte phosphorus aM Total 
Phosphorus in the Plant. 
Phosphate phosphorus in. green samples of tissue -ms 
determined by grinding v/ith phosphate free oharcoal mixing 
T^ith 1 percent by Tolmae sulfuric acid, filter.lng and determ­
ining phosphate in the filtrate by an adaptation of the method 
of Fiske and Subarow as outlined by Sramert (28). Total phos­
phorus v?as determined as in the soils with the exception that 
t.h0 proportions of reagents to the sample t/ere as follows; 
Add sodium chlorate at the rate of 0,55 to 1*0 gram per gram of 
fresh tissue or S to 5 grams per gram of dry tissue. The exact 
amount depends on the ease of oxidation of the sample. This 
may be tested in a preliminary exporimento ITsUv^lly about half 
v/ay between the limits given is satisfactory^ Add concentrated 
nitric acid at the rate of 0.5 cc. per gram of fresh tissue, 
or 5 cc.. per gram of dry tissue. The oxidation takes place 
as with soils- The flame my have to be -PiithdrawrL intermitt­
ently if foaming is excessive. One to five graias of green 
tissue or Ool to 0«5 gram of dry tissue were used for total 
phosphorus, depending on. the amount of phosphorus presents. 
In some cases the residual acid solution from the deteriaina" 
tion of total nitrogen was uaedo . 
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Determination of Total Manganese in the Plant. 
Tot total inanganeae determinations in plant tissues 
25 to 50 grams of green tissues were prepared as outlined for 
total phosphorus in plant tissues# Manganese was deterciixied 
in the clear solution of the sample exactly as outlined for 
totsl manganese in soils-
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B. RESULTS. 
1, Seactions obtained: 
Tables III and U the reactions obtained fro^ the 
appliaation of ths reagents indici^ted in Tables I and IIo 
The symbols used in Tables III and lY Indicate the re~ 
agents used and will be used in. other tables Tjrith the. sams 
meaning attached. The meaning of the symbols folic-??; 
0. Ck, - old soil cheok» 
N. Ck. - new soil ohecko 
0* P. - old soil plus phosphoric aoid. 
IJ. Ha» -» new soil plus sodium carbonate^ , 
Ck. - UTitreated soil. 
Ca« - either limestop-e or hydrated lime. 
Ha. ~ sodium carbonate. 
S - sulfuric acid. 
N ~ nitric acid« 
P - phosphoric acid. 
The pH desired is indicated in the tables and the amount 
of reagent added was regulated by these figures. If the re­
action changed, additions were made to bring the reaction to the 
desired figure» 
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TABLE III. 
ENACTION 0B5,AI1JSD IH LSTTIIOS PLOTS. 
Averages of 2 to 3 cLeterminations for eacli crop are listed belc;^. 
The determinatioas were made before aad after each crop, and in 
some cases when the crop was half gro??n. 
pH Valxies obtained by the quAnhydroae electrode. 
Plot Cro-D 
1 ' 
Orop 
2 
CroD 
3 ^ 
Ave.for 
crot>s 
1.2,3. 
Orot) 
U ^ 
Crotj 
5 ' 
Avei for 
Crops 
u & 5 
Desired pH 
1 0, & N. 
Cfc 
5.9 s 6.31 6.31 6.20 5-^3 5.97 5.SO 
2 Gk 6.99 7»1^ 7.25 7.3-3 6.S3 6.S9 6.86 
•? Oa 9.77 9«T? S.-59 9.30. S.27 SAl g.3^ 9.0 
U Ga . 7.76 7.i^9 7.70 7.72 7.97 7.Slf S.O 
fi Ca 7.k2 7.Ejif IM 7.2,6 7.-?7 7.31 7.0 
6 s SM 6."^ 6.53 5.95 S.liJ 6.0 
7 3 5.TL '?.97 ^5.94 5.7^1 5.72 5.50 5.61 5.0 
S S • HM ^4.7^ if. 55 .4.0 
q H H,QO 6.20 5.93 5.71 6.00 5.77 5.9S 5.0 
10 Sc 6.78 7.Q7 7.22 7.02 6.S5 6.95 6.90 
11 Ha S,7i| S.&-9 g.S5. g-.s^ S.&i S.S9 S.76 9.0 
12 fla S.61 S.M S.IO S.36 7.S7 7.73 7.70 S.O 
1^ ITa S.^1 7.79 8.2^ ...7.23 7.^10 7.31 7.0 
l4 P 6.07 sM 6.17 6.29 6..^0 6.17 6.23 6.0 
1^5 P 5.U2 ^.99 t>.77 5.T? 5.^: 5.70 5.75 5.0 
l5 Ok 6.70 7-01 6.97 6.92 f.Sl 6.83 6.85 
17 ? U.9S 5.0^ 5.20 . 5.2s 5.2^^ k.O 
IS Ok 6.^57 6. so 6.90 6.76 6. S3 6.79 
19 U 6.0H 6.60 6.26 6.30 6.5s 6.it9 6.0 
20 O.P. 
H.Ha . 
5.66 5-92 6.03 5.S7 6.^5 7.23 6.S4 
i 
1 
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(HABLi: IY> 
HEACTIOKS onmim III TOMATO H.0!!?S, 
Averages of 2 to 3 determinations for each crop are listed below. iThe determina-
ations were 33iade liefore and after each crop and In soirie cases where the crop was 
half groTsn. 
pH Values Obtained by ths C^Jilaliydrone Blectrode. 
Plot CroTj 1 
(Fail) 
Crop 2 
(Spring) 
Are. Chfo-os 
16 2" 
CroT) 3 
(I'ail) 
pH 
Desired 
1 0»& 
K. Gfc 
5.95 6.31 6,13 6.96 
..,..2 CSc 6.18 6.7B SM 7.11} 
Oa 7.qo g.fiS &,21 S.!n7 9 
k P 6.-?7 5.6lj- B,^0 6.11 6 
5 p »5.0g <i.73 6.itO 5.1^5 5 
6 P §.16 5.27 5.21 U.Sti i! 
7 Oa 7.32 6.gs 7. S3 8 
S 0£ 6. Si 7.27 7.0^5 7.29 7 
. 9 Wa S.iiQ S.ti2 SM 9 
10 ila S.OU 7.27 7.c)6 7.72 S 
11 Ste 7.6-? iM 7.12 7 
12 S 6,34 6.0s 6.21 6.22 6 
n S t5."?l fi.^o fi.io 5.1«5 5 
li^ S if.qo 5.00 4.33 4 
l.f) u 6«l6 6.!i0 -S.ii 6.65 6 
i6 Cfe 6.68 7.16 6.91 7.05 
17 H 6.07 •5.98 5.73 5 
IS Ca 7.2U S.60 S.22 S.47 9 
IQ .? e.gq •s.-go 6.oq 5.15 it 
20 Oa 7.00 7.17 S.iO .. a 
21 P 5.53 ^.fiO B.^TI 5.78 5 
22 ? 6.27 6.33 6,30 6.U6 6 
21 Cte 6.90 7';og 6.cjq 7.02 
2i> H b.Oit 6.tr^ 6.2a 6.93 6 .J 
2^5 Ua S.Ol g 'n' o g.l7 g.Ho 9 
26 Ha S.02 7.72, 'l.n 7.52 S 
27 Ha 7.U6 7.11 7.1s . 7.11 7 
2g S <>.0^ U.EjfJ U.7q 4.91 \ 
29 S U.q6 f>.ifi 5.13 5 
•50 S sj.qs 6.00 "i.Qq S.l4 6 
^1 U B.SO «5.S2 fi.Sl 5,97 5 
32 s.qg 6.76 7.06 
^ o .p . Fi.^7 6.16 p>.q6 Z.S-5--
S.la ' " j 
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YISIDG 01 TOMATOES AKJ) LETTUGS. 
The total yields of tomato fruits and lettuce foliage 
are presented in Table T. In tiie ease of toaatoeSj those 
fruits Tifiiich developed blossom and rot to such an extent that 
they ^ -Jere tmrnarketable v#ere not includedo Fruits possessing 
slight injury but still raarJcetable^ -ivere included. 'Tha 
entire part of the plant produced above ground is included in 
the lettuce yields* 
Data was kept on dates of harvesting and the number of 
fruits pieiced, but ivere not included because the value of 
these details did not warrant their inclusion. 
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TABLS V. 
YIELDS 0? TOMASOSS LI^THJOS, 
Shree crops of tomatoes; five crops of lettuce (192S to 1930)« 
SOMA'iJOBS 
Plot 
Crop 1 1 Crop 2 
02« per OS. per 
tjlant 1 ^lant 
Crop 3 
OS. psr 
TJlant 
1 0 & H (Sr. ^.66 1 SS.O lU.O 
2 C& 17.0 j sq.5 3S.1 
1 Ca i!5.2 { 67,0 29.0 
Ij. p 23.7 i sq.o 25.5 
tS P 112.0 11.1 
6 P 15.0 112.5 17.7 
7 Oa 11.7 110.5 50. S 
S Ca 10.7 I3U.5 52.1 
9 Ka k.S 176.0 2^.7 
10 Ka 15.H 161.0 51.3 
11 Ife 16.7 116.5 50.2 
12 S ' 9.2 156.0 16.1 
1^ S 15.1 7S.5 17.0 
lU s 9.3 62.5 16.S 
15 TI V .^7 17S.0 17.0 
16 Ok 19.S 119.5 U9.2 
17 K • 15.2 19.5 17.7 
IS Ga Ik.^ 151.5 65.7 
19 P, 10.0 90.5 11.S 
20 Ga IS.2 112.0 50.3 
21 F 16.2 150.G 52.5 
22 ' 17.2 9U.O 
2^ Ok 22.5 us.i 
2h H 9.2 92.0 5U.7 
25 Ha 9.5 191.0 19.0 
26 lla 20.S 1U0.5 57.5 
. .27 Ma 15.3 121.5 62.S 
2S S 12.0 7U.O US.l 
29 S 20.5. 116.Q 14.5 
^0 s 19.3 120.0 U6.1 
^1 B 7.5 Ht.o 25.1 
12 Ok 12.5 67.5 Ji5.0 
33 0. ?. 
H Na 
1.3 40.5 33.2 
i 
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Mil-I— (ConUnued) 
Plot 
Grop 1 
Qz, per 
•plant 
LE2KJCS 
Orop 2 
03. -per 
"olaat 
Orop 3 
03, psr 
•nlant 
Ave. of 
QT07)S 
192S.' 
Crop '•!• 
grariis 
pes-
•oiant. 
Crop 5 
grasis 
per 
TJlant 
Ave. of 2 
croT)s 1929" 
1530. 
1 0.& ?I. Ck 0-07 
IS 
0.01 o.i4 -0^ Si^.O JiO. go.") 
2 Qc. 3.03 . 3.2Q 6S.^ JLE 71.1 
l-iiaL 
3Z^ 
U.si iba5_ U.S6 4.^f Ql-pj 81.6 J.L5 r ;.6i| h.22 a.n U.S6 iQg.Q 97.q 101. 
IL^  _k31 7.1i^ 10s .7 -losi 10i|.2 
6 g 
_ii!n i^.oo 7-29 1 
T7W 
126.~, 122.2 
2-1 U.oo ibOI. 6«S6 llU.D 117.1 Liq.S 
2.g^„ i^.oo 101.1 105. q 105.0 
T.lH 
2jJ± s6.q 101.7 
10 Ok 1.2S 6.21 
i3: 
.21^1 Lllii. 
11 as. g.2Q =0.22 ^.22 10^.0 112 lOQ.O 
12 Na 
^.66 
^.00. S.50 3M. 129^2 .m.'i 127.5 
lUa. g.lU 3m. llU.g 102.2 108.2 
lU 5 JigfL 7.W 150.0 107.1 
11? •.3i57.. 606 
ibil 
127. g lll.b 120.7 
16 Gk L.79.. iL50, 6.21 JIM, .aia_ 106.q 
ill. g.93 ilS. U.11 102.1 Q7.1 99.7 
IS 1.71 3-2,9,, '=1.21 U.07 9S.S rsf- /-i oh*u 
JkL 19 s iJL -iS .61.5 JL± 
20 0.?. 
u— l^r le^ 
0.36 0.36 1.21 0.6U 96.1 107.1 101. s 
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NITRATE IITROSEN IE THB SOIL 
Table ¥I gives the amounts of nitrate nitrogen in the 
lettuce soils, and Table YXl the nitrate nitrogen in the 
tomato soils, Tho average amounts during the growth of each 
crop include determinations made during the first period of 
growth, during the middle period {not al?/ays included), and 
dirring the latter period of growth of both toraatGes and 
lettuee. In a nmaber of cases tiB last deteminatiori on one 
crop was inade to serve as the first in the next erop, provided 
immediate suoosssion of crops oceurred. 
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gms 71, 
KKBAGE mmow IN SOIL DUHIN& OJHE GEO'^H OJ 
aesalts expressed in parts per mi3 
Plot 11/12/23 12/iU/2S 1/10/29 
Ave. 
diaj?- , 
teg 
Cror> 1 
2/4/29 3/1^/29 
Ave. 
dw-
ins 
CroT) 2 
9/25y 
1 0.& U. 
Ck 
813 575 1125 838 630 288 459 11 ^ 
2 Cfc SS 2U ito 51 77 29 53 23 
"" 3"Ca' " 95 bs S5 29 ^°l 4(1 
k P lU 17 Ui l4 27 43 
80 12 3 12 14 29 l| 
bp 61 20 29 28 11 21 1; 
7 Ca 12 5 24 10 11 21 
S Ca qr? 11 S IS b 10 25 2] 
9 Ha 110 41 40 64 91 16 55 1( 
10 Na SO 29 11 41 55 14 ?5 23 
11 Ha % 17 6 19 .70 15 23 
12 S 68 21 8 12 49 9 29 
11 S 68 22 7 12 29 8 19 
Ik s 80 12 1 12 17 8 13 11 
1"^ H l^iO 121 67 111 54 10 42 li­
16 Cfe 111 2«=) 1 4^ 25 7 16 lt 
17 H WO lUO 40 271 195 95 145 62« 
IS Ca 78 18 11 41 18 16 27 iki 
IQ P 80 20 9 16 29 8 19 
20 Oa 6l 11 9 28 18 7 21 10( 
21 ? Ufi IH 11 11 11 21 6-
22 P 9i 16 i 28 29 7 18 8-
2^ Cfc 6B 11 1 26 10 10 20 13< 
2k H 201 125 50 126 14 17 16 IS! 
2«=5 Ha 60 Uq 29 46 17 12 25 12' 
26 Ha 70 12 21 42 51 10 12 135 
27 Se. •58 18 8 11 12 11 2? 13« 
28 S 6l 11 ^ ? 26 19 10 Ik 
2«^ S 10 26 4 11 18 9 14 
10 s m 28 4 27 22 13 21 7! 
11 sr l«i0 l60 11 181 18 95 67 70( 
12 Ok 100 2^5 5 4l 25 14 20 -
33 O,.! N, 
Na 
887 750 585 7^1 540 270 405 32i 

g.ABLS VI. 
IN SOIL raifilNCr THE GHGOTH OP 'THHKEl CHOPS OP TO!AI0ES, 
Besulte expressed in parts per million of dry soil. 
fS. 
ir-
Jr 
2/U/29 3/1V29 
Ave. 
dor-' 
ios 
Crot) 2 
9/25/29 1/6/30 
Ave. 
dTa> 
ing 
Oreo 3 
Average of 
3 crops 
Average of 
Crops 1 and 2 
1928-1929. 
53s 630 28S 5^9 115 25 70 70 
(3 only) 
648 
51 77 29 53 21 3.5 13 39 52 
S5 29 57 Ho 25.0 53 b2 
HI 39 lU 27 "5.0 '26 • 51 
32 ii.3 ik 29 17 6.2 12 24 30 
29 2S 13 21 13 1.3 7 19 25 
30 11 21 24 4.0 14 20 22 
W 10 25 21 7.5 14 28 31 
9^  16 55 16 10.0 13 44 59 
ffi 55 14 35 21 5.0 13 30 38 
.70 15 21 3.5 12 31 4l 
ifg 9 29 b K5 5 22 30 
32 29 8 19 S 2.1 19 25 
32 17 8 13 11 1.3 I 17 22 
30 m 113 4.5 59 71 77 
US 2«5 7 16 19 8.0 13 25 31 
•7^  195 r 95 1U5 625 150.0 368 268 209 
H 38 16 27 lUO 75.0 107 59 35 
36 29 S 19 67 12.5 40 32 27 
22 "38 7 23 100 40.0 70 TO 25 
31 "51 11 21 67 6.0 37 30 26 
2S 29 7 IS S3 6.0 5^ 30 23 
30 10 20 130 10.0 70 38 23 
,2? lU 37 36 ISS 26.0 107 90 81 
17 12 25 125 20.0 73 48 35 
U2 5^  10 32 13s 13.2 76 50 37 
31 32 13 2? 13s 5.0 72 42 27 
k 19 10 14 h.5 20 20 20 
33 IS 9 lU 12.0 30 29 23 
27 22 13 23 75 27.5 51 25 
a 38 95 67 700 250.0 475 241 124 
25 ill 20 «• 75.0 175 46 31 
5IK) 270 U05 324 87.5 206 206 
,• (3o?4y) 
573 
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TABLE 711. 
Ni'riua?B mmocm IN SOIL miHG THS mm 
B;es«lts es^jressed ia parts per inilli 
Plot 11/12/23 12/16/2S 
A.ve-» 
for 
crop 
1 
kfiofss 2/5/25 
Ave. 
for 
croT 
2 " 
3fl^l2S 
AV0< 
for 
GZ^ t 
3 ' 
10/ 
; 
1 0,5! 
Ck 
650 500 . 575 975 975 975 952 800 876 1 
2 CEk: 79 86 s? Hi ifo 2^ 72 52 62 1 
3 Ca qo 75 SI 59 60 &) & 50 5,^  1 
k Ca m g«3 11 in 40 . 28 4^ 1 
. 5 Oa go 70 i;5 64 40 F?2 1 
6 S "52 6f5 59 11 57 11 3^ 
7 S 7R 60 6? 15 Us i^ 2 46 9 28 1 
g 3 gp) 65 Ul 50 50 25 37 
q N 6U0 l4«50 125 200 2SV 950 600 77^ 3 
10 Ok so 60 70 Uo 72 4l 5?S 1 
11 Ka lis 11«5 ^7 70 102 s6 70 I 
12 Ha 5^0 100 t5 90 70 48 ' 15 2^ 1 
13 ?fa . 7^ 75 7^ UO 88 56 18 37 1 
l4 P 6^ 90 7^ IS 50 40 20 
1^  P n 70 T2 liii •T'T iK) fe 47 35 % 1 lb Ck 98 95 9^  J^ 9 m f?2 47 15 31 1 
17 P 'SO 62 52 IfS 47 28 3S 
IS {& 75 40 5^ ^^ 7 •73 45 1 
19 H 171 225 l?? liH3 12? 338 350 3^  !• 
20 0, ?, 
U Ha 
4S0 1000 71b 301 752 527 290 250 270 1 
I i 

'3?ABLE VII. 
ISF SOIL UaHISS TER GROM OF FIVE CBGPS 0? ISTTUGE. 
salts expressed la parts per million of dry soil. 
/5/2S 
Ave. 
for 
croT 
2 
3/lV2^ V1/2S 
Ave. 
for 
CZV7 
3 
10/21/2C 
• 
12/6/2( 
Ave. 
for 
croB 
1+ ' 
3/6/3C 
Ave. 
for 
crop 
5 • 
Ave. • 
for 
5 
crops 
Ave. 
Crotts 
1,2»3 
192S~ 
1^29. 
Ave. 
Cro-os 
4, 5. 
1929-
IQ-^O. 
575 975 552 SOO $76 125 100 U3 35 (k & 5) 
SOS 90 
IK) ^2 72 52 62 100 - 75 SS 37 56 66 62 72 
&) SD 61 50 •jf 100 0^ 7^  20 3^ 62 6e 55 
Ml 40 •: 23 . 3k 150 S5 i;s 25 5? ' 66 • 52. 36 
Ih U«7 m UO w 110 S5 98 go 53 65 . 59: 75 
y> 57 11 ^5 75 70 20 its 49 42 5? 
if$ 9 2S ito 5^ 107 23 . 60 46 SO 
50 25 ?7 S5. 7^ 5 so 33 ^4 49 (j 
q^ o faOO 77'? 350: 500 hzfy 113 ?07 km 52S 36i 
72 >58 120 100 no 35 & 69 56 S9 
M s6 70 71 125 130 12S 53 92 99 92 110 
70 ks ' 35 k2 1505 120 m S3 81 62 loq 
SB 18 n 130 125 12S If? so 77 5S 104 
p hk w 20 F 95 77 20 53 50 67 
ko U7 41 100 115 107 25 70 11 52 SS 
ik fjS ^7  ^ 15 . 125 95 110 20 •JS 69 60 S4 ifS ii7 28 50 75 £7 S3 53 49 5g 
'47 73 5^ 135 110 122 2? 7^ 72 57 94 
•9^ 12:? 338 350 3^  iHo 400 170 232 213 : 222 201 
'52 527 290 250 270 150 110 130 45 7S 
i 
io4 
(cro"D8 
4& 5) 
512 104 
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NITRATE NIfROGSN E's TOMATO LSTTXl'OS T'lSSDlS, 
Tabls Till gives the results of the deteriairiations of 
tha nitrate nitrogen in touiato and lettuce tissues- Other 
d.6 ti6Xt3iiristioriS sicids on ths tissuss without i'Qg32*d to si§© 
of tissue or percentage of reins. These data ?;Bre so incon­
sistent that they were not included in the tables. 
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HITKOG® IH MD L2?OTC® n 
Nitrate K in pm. of Gveen Tissnas, 
TOMAIO 
Sucker 
leaves 
Ssowlttg 
tips 
Stems 
of 
Suckers 
Petioles 
nezt 
to stem 
Up-per 
mature 
leaves 
Plot Cirot) 1 
12/5/2S 
Crop 1 
12A5/28 
Crop 2 
5/2S/29 
Orot) 3 
10/18/29 
CroT> 3 
11/2U/29 Plot 
1 0. & K. 
Cfc 
Uoo 2750 325 1 0.& H, 
2 GSc 116 156 2500 250 2 Cfc 
^ Ca 17U 125 2750 If 50 T Ca 
k P 12U 27^0 125 k Ca 
^ P 7«5 . 111 2000 225 5 Oa 
6 P 91 106 1750 100 6 S 
7 Ca lOU 9^- 950 1000 175 7 S 
S Ca SO 75 1000 2500 125 8 S 
q Ha Si 125 1200 1000 500 9 H 
10 Ha 100 1100 1000 100 10 Gk 
.11 Ka SI 80 1100 2750 225 11 la 
12 S 2«50 180 lUOO 2250 67 12 Ka 
1^ S 211 200 1500 50 11 
lii S lis 117 lino 1250 k2 Ik V 
15 N 27«5 113 1000 175 15 P 
16 CSfc 207 125 950 2250 250 16 Gk 
17 K 261 2H0 1250 U25 17 ? 
IS Ca 119 SO 1110 2500 275 I S Gfe 
iq P 75 2000 275 19 U 
20 Ca 111 150 1200 2750 225 20 O.F. 
H.Fa 21 P 117 150 1000 2000 125 
22 P 88 85 1025 2250 150 
2^ Ck 188 150 1150 2500 250 
29^1 250 1150 2500 200 
2B Na 157 liW 1200 2250 500 
26 Na. 109 106 1150 2750 175 
. 27 Sa 117 112 1125 2250 275 
2S S 166 75 1180 1750 200 
29 S 12«5 212 lUoo 2000 150 
10 S 176 219 lU50 1750 225 
11 H lis 111 1000 550 
12 Gk 92 125 120 2500 225 
33 Q.P. 159 376 2750 275 

gAELB nil. 
l?I=IEia?2 MITKOGM IK TpI^AITO AJrO LSTniOE HSSTJES. 
Hitrate ]J in ppn. of (Jreeja Tissues. 
SOMAiTO LSmCE 
• 
3 
Sycjifrlsag 
tips 
Sfcems 
of 
Sacfeers 
Petioles 
mxt 
to stem 
upper 
aiatur© 
leavea 
Yoimg 
leaves 
Mature 
leaves 
outer 
frlnea 
Matw© 
leaves 
Large 
Midrib 
L 
>s 
Grop 1 
i2/i5/as 
CroT) 2 C?OT) 3 
lO/lS/29 
CroT> 3 
11/2U/29 Plot 
Crop 2 
ll/lS/29 
Crop U 
11/8/29 
CroTo U 
ll/S/29 
Crop U 
llZS/29 
IfOO 2750 325 1 0.& H. 1700 
I* 3 166 2*500 250 2 Gk 111 ^61 1000 
12^ 27^50 km 1 Oa ai Ull S50 lUOO 
27^50 125 ^ Ca 7S l6l 700 
) 11^ 2000 225^ 5 Oa 95 175 850 1100 
• 105 17'50 100 6 S 110 ^11 1000 lUoo 
1000 175 7 S 111 ke^ 700 1100 
V 1000 2BO0 125 s s 111 500 700 llKlO 
i 12«5 1200 1000 500 9H 12S 1175 1700 Uooo 
100 1100 1000 100 10 Ok 116 soo lUoo 
? SO 1100 2750 225 11 ¥a 111 4lS 900 1700 ) m liwo 22^ 67 12 Ife S7 750 S75 ISOO 
200 1500 50 11 Ha 106 511 950 1700 
r n? l4-?0 1250 1^2 lU ? 122 175 750 llOO j Ill 1000 175 15 P 116 l6l 875 1100 
f 12«S q^o 2250 250 16 Cfe 122 900 1?00 f ) 2^0 1250 U25 17 P 106 1000 1000 
) SO 11-50 2500 275 I S (5c 125 qoo 1100 
7^ 2000 275 ig 3J 129 1500 ISOO 
* f im 1200 2750 225 20 O.P. 
R.Ha 
isg 950 1500 
J 1^50 1000 2000 125 } S«5 102'i 2250 150 
1 1«50 11^ 2500 250 
2^0... : ll^iO 2500 200 , , 
f liK) 1200 2250 500 
? „ 106 11^50 2750 175 
r 112 1125 2250 275 
) 7^ IISO 1750 200 
f 212 lUoo 2000 150 
) 2?9 1U<^0 1750 225 
5 1^^ 1000 550 
> 12'i 120 2500 225 
1 376 2750 275 
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TO!n&L HITHOQSH IM TOMATO AHD L5TTUCS TISSUES. 
The results of the determinations of total nitrogen in 
tomato and lettuce tissues are tabulated in Table IZ. 
•3 
MLS XX. 
TOm HmO&M IH TOMAIO A® LSTTUCS tissues. 
Per Cent of Nitrogen In Green Tissues (used dry tissue for roots). 
•BDM^OES LFi^UCE 
Plot Grov) 
1 
Leaves 
CroTj 
3 
Plot 
Roots 
CroT) 2 
3/5?29 
Roots 
Grot) 
3 
Entire 
leaves 
Crop 3 
Outer 
fringe 
of leaves 
U/19/10 
1 0. & H. 
G& 
l.Sl 1 0. & N. 
Cfc 
0.1(1 
2 Ok 0.25 iM 2 Ck 1.50 2.-51 OM 0.12 
•; Ga ^ Ca 1.70 2.50 0.5U 0.2s 
h p U Ga 1.67 2.22 0.50 0.12 
? O.lU 5.0a 2.62 2.5iJ 0.51 0.26 
6 P 0.17 O.IO 6 S 2.17 o.Uo 0.21 
7 Ca 0.20 7 S 1.65 2.02 O.lJl 0.22 
S Ca O.IS s s 1.78^ 1.92 0.k2 O.2U 
q Ha 0.16 O.'iO q s 2.50 2.1^^ 0.60 O.2U 
10 Ha 0,16 10 Ck 2.19 2.1s 0.^6 0.11 
11 Na 0.17 11 Na 2.25 2.65 0.51 0.11 
12 S o.iq 12 Ha 2.00 2M o.Ug 0.10 
1^ S 0.20 1^ Ha 2.00 2.^ o.Us 0.25 
lU S 0.2'i O.B^ lU p 2.^S 2.11 0.^ 0.2U 
15 N 0.2^ 15 P 2.00 2.50 0.27 
16 Cfc 0.27 oM 16 Ck 1.82 2.5S 0.U5 0.10 
17 H 0.29 0.550 17 P 2.m 2.02 .. „ 0 - 5^ 049: 
IS Qa 0.19 oM IS (& 2.00 2.15 0.U5 ,, 0.27 , 
19 P 0.15 19 U 2.50 2.M5 ,0.5^ •, 0.22 
20 Ca 0.20 20 0. P. 
N. Sa 
3.00 2.5^ 0.23 
21 P 0.19 
22 P O.IS 
2-? Ck: 0.22 
2U Sf 0,2«5 
2«i Ka 0.22 
26 Ha 0.21 0.50 
27 Nfl 
28 S 0.2'5 0.55 ' 
sq S 0.22 
^0 S 0.27 
^1 H 0.27 O.UO 
^2 CJc 0.2"? 
33 0. p. 
H. Ha 
0.32 
. 

TOIAL ITITHOG® II TOMi\fC Aim LETTUCE TISSUES. 
Ctaat of Hitrogea In Green Tissues (used dry tissue for roots). 
OSS LETfUOE 
nait 
rop 
1 
Leaves 
Crop 
3' 
Plot 
Hoots 
Crot) 2 
3/5/29 
Hoots 
Crop 
3 
Entire 
leaves 
Crop 3 
Outer 
fringe 
of leaves 
11/iq/lO 
Midrib 
Crop 
4 
11/19/30 
.81 1 0^ & N. 
Gk 
0.4l 0.17 
.2B iM 2 Gk 1.50 2.-51 0.U5 0.32 O.IS 
oM ? Ca 1.70 2.50 0.54 0.26 0.20 
k Ga 1.67 2.22 0.50 . 0.32 0.17 
,1k 5.Qa 2.62 2.5U 0.51 0.26 
.17 0.30 b S 2.17 o.4o 0.21 
.20 7 S 1.65 2.02 0.4^ 0.22 0.17 
.10 S S 1.78'  l.<^2 0.42 . 0.24 0.11 
.16 O.tX) q s 2^50 2.IU 0.60 0.24 0.29 
.16 10 (Sc 2.iq 2.1s 0.46 • 0.31 0.17 
.17 11 Ka 2v25 2.65 0.51 • 0.33 0.19 
12 Fa 2.00 2.4s 0.4g 0.30 0.19 
.20 1-5 Ha 2.00 2.W 0.4s 0.25 0.16 
.2^5 O.B^ 111 P 2.1s 2,n 0.^ 0.24 0.11 
.2®; 15 P 2.00 .2.50 0I40 0.27 0.l4 
.27 0.^0 m ^ M* lb Gk 1.S2 2.5S 0.45 0,30 0.16 
.29 0.50 17 P 2.50 2.02 0.54 o.iq 0.12 
.iq ;LS Gk 2.00 2.'?5 0.45 0.27 0.18 
0.15 IQ N 2,50 2.U5 0.51 0.22 0.16 
.20 20 0. P. 
N. Sa 
3.00 2.5^ 0.23 0.19 
.1<) 
,1S 
.$2 
.2«^ 
.22 
.21 O-IDO 
.2'i 0.55 • 
•22 
.27 
.27 o.ko 
.2"? 
•32 
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TOTAL KITROGBK IM THE SOIL 
Tables X and XI shows the results of tlie detenainations 
of total nitrogen in tlie soils treated to control their red­
action, Table X shows the nitrogen present in the lettuce 
soils, and Table XI in the tomato soils. 
Total nitrogen determinations ?fere made only in the 
second season of the treatments. 
I ;# 
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g.ft3LE g. 
TOTAL 1JI®0GEX'I PHSSEOT IK TICE SOIL S0:;,aNC7 THE GB0\7TfI OF LETTUCE. 
Besolfis esprsssed as Per Cent of Air-dry soil. 
Plot 10/21/29 12/6/29 3/6/30 
Ave. 
Otod 
4 " 
Ave. 
CroD 
, ' 
1 H 
Ck 
O.ISS 0.200 0.220 O.19U 0.210 
2 Ck O.llS O.ISO 0.200 0.159 0.190 
1 Oa O.llS 0.200 O.ISO 0.169 0.190 
k Ca 0.175 0.220 0,200 0.19S 0.210 
5 Ca 0.161 0.200 O.ISO 0.1S2 0.190 
6 S O.llS 0.220 0.220 0.179 0.220 
7 S 0.150 O.ISO 0.200 0.165 0.190 
S s. 0.111 G.I60 0.220 0.116 0.190 
q H 0.200 0.2^+0 0.2i40 0,220 O.2UO 
10 di 0.150 O.ISO 0.220 0.165 0.200 
11 Ca O.ISS 0.220 0,260 0.20U 0.2H0 
12 Na 0.175 O.2HO 0.220 G.20S 0.210 
11 Ha 0.161 0.220 O.2UO . 0.192 0.210 
Ik P 0.111 O.ISO O.2I4O 0,ll|7 0.210 
15 P 0.150 O.2UO 0.220 0.185 0.210 
l6 Ck O.llS 0.170 0.220 0.154 0.195 
17 P 0.150 0.200 0,220 0.175 0.210 
IS Ck 0.161 0.170 0,200 0^166 0.1S5 
19 N 0.175 0.210 0.2iK) Cte'.202 0.215 
20 N 
% 
0.213 0.200 0.2S0 0'.207 0.24U 
ft 
fms X I ,  
TOm HITHOGM PBSSSJffi. IS fEB SOIL jyaHIIfi THS GSO??TH OF T0MAmi3S, 
Results expressed as "^er Cent of Air-Dry Soil. 
Hot 3/15/29 9/25/29 12/6/29 1/6/30 Ave. for 
CroTj 1 
1 Gk 51 0.21^ 0.210 0.212 
2 Ck 0.17'5 0.150 oa7«s 0.180 0.16s 
^ Oa 0.200 0.1f>0 0.i7«i 0.19ii 0.175 
4 P 0.16^ o.2n O.lSO 0,185 
^ ? O.l^S o.iss O.lSO o.i6q 
6 P O.ISS 0.12B 0.200 0.170 0.165 
7 Oa 0.U8 o.m 0.160 0.158 
S Oa 0.17«5 O.ISO 0.200 o.iqo 0.180 
9 JJa 0.2^S 0.200 0.200 0.170 o.iqo 
10 Sa 0.17'S 0,2n 0.180 o.igq 
11 Ha 0.17^) 0.17^5 O.lHO 0.177 
12 S o.ng o.iqo 0.16U 
1-? S O.lPiO O.lBO 0.170 0.157 
lU S O.lP-0 O.lis 0.175=1 0.170 0.161 
Ifi I 0.21^ O.lSS 0.210 O.2OH 
16 Gk O.l^iO O.ltiO o,?So O.lSO 0.176 
17 }J 0.2't0 0.22fi 0.220 . 0.2^2 
18 Oa 0,169 O.lSS 0.2'^0 0.200 0.21"'; 
19 P 0.1«i0 0.21^ O.lSO O.lSl 
20 Oa O-liib 0,17^ 0.22'i O.iqO 0.197 
21 ? 0.l6^ o.2n 0.180 0.1S5 
22 P 0,12'5 0.27«5 0.150 O.lg^ 
2-? Cfe O.lSl 0.175 0.179 
2U H 0.17^ o^2m 0.200 0.200 
2'5 O.lSg 0.21^ 0.275 0.170 0.219 
26 Sa , 0.i6S 0.2^S 0.200 0.202 
27 Ha 0.020 O.lSS 0.175 O.ISS 
22 S . O.nq O.ITO 0.1 ss 0.150 0.16  ^
29 S 0.17'5 0.200 0.170 0.1S2 
^0 3 O.ltjO 0.17^^ 0.170 . 0.165 
^1 N 0.226 0.213 0.200 0.213 
^2 dt 0.16-s 0.200 0,180 O.lgl 
33 K 
Ha 
0.250 0.275 0.225 0.2itS 
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FimRABIS PHOSHIORUS M THS SOIL 
AKD TOMATO AND LSTO?UCE TISSUES 
The amounts of phosphorus in the soil a.6tQrmined in lihe 
filtrate obtained by filtering off the supernatant liquid from 
a soil and water mi35:tura which has been shaken for a period of 
ten minute a J are preseiitad in Table XII and considered the 
filterable phosphorus present in the soil. 
The amouats of phosphate phosphorus present in a 1 per~ 
cent sulfuric acid extract of plant tissue triturated with 
Phosphate free decolorizing ohsrcoalj are recorded in Table 
xn. 
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gABLS XII. 
FIL'TJSaSBLE HIOSHIOR'US II SOB AJiJD 'PHOSPHASE P II TES PLilll? DUBIM 
TES QEOWd Of LEJruGE MD TOMATOES. 
TOMATOSS 
Filterable T' in ppa. of air-dry soil. ppm. Fliospihate ? in Green Tissue i 
Plcti 2/H/29 
Crop 2 
9/25/29 1/6/30 Ave. for 
Crop 3 
Mattxrs leaves 
Orop 3 
"©fciolos 
Crop k 
1 0.& E 
Ck 
20.9 43.2 17.6 30.4 15s 534 
2 OIc 6S.ii iq.2 S.2 11.7 127 556 
 ^Gs. ifi.q 11.2 55.2 . S.2 77 511 
k P 62.0 67.2 S7.6 62. 16^  n6J+ 
S ? 2S1.1 . 2S0.0 102. 191.2 706 1600 
B P 2S(5.2 280.0 200.0 2UO.O 1012 
7 Os q.<? 2U.O 10.2 17.1 10«i 820 
Ca 11.U 16.0 a.o 12.0 100 S20 
9 Sia 163.0 qs.1 S7.6 7S,0 l^ iT 766 
10 Ha. lOS.Q lU.S 20.0 llti 62s 
11 !fe. n.i) 27.2 q.i IS. 2 llfj 600 
12 S iT.'i 28.3 q,i 1S.7 290 iiM)i 
U S t51.^  2g.lt 26.t 26.4 IIU 1600 1 
!»<• S <?2.q 12.0 11.u 21.7 519 992 
1«5 H n . k  23.2 11A 17.1 19S lOi^ S 
i6 cSc S6.S 2H.g 6.6 15.7 167 1016 
17 H >56.0 : yt.s 12.^  28.6 152i^  
IS Ga 26.1 ; 10.7 ti.6 S.l 110 1212 
iq P 127.2 2«S6.0 192.0 22U.O 299 2000 
20 Ca. U7.2 •, 2U.Q . 8.1 16.1 161 1176 
21 ? 3fig.6 loU.6 119.2 191 1916 
22. P I0f5.<? 6U.0 «il.2 ^7.6 259 172S 
Z\ Ok 6o.i 20.0 11.2 15. b 169 1112 
2k H 61.5 2U.0 12,2 IH.I lU9 152^  ^
2  ^ Ha 11«S.S SQ.l y+.o 66.6 2U6 1U5I+ 
2S Na 102.7 79.0 2f>.6 ^S.l 251 152U 
27 Ba, m.l 11.6 10.6 22.1 2U5 1112 
2g S BS.U 11.6 21. S 27.6 I1IO 1652 
2^ S 70.1 12.0 17. 24.7 12S0 
10 s <S0.6 21.7 2.1 1^5.0 281 12S0 
11 H 62.0 2S.3 11.2 19,7 U61| 12S0 
12 Ok 62.0 20.0 6.9 11.^  •• 1192 
33 0- ?» 
H, Ha 
kS.S 73.5 J+l.O 57.2 255 I52H 
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XII—'(Goatinued) 
ffSLTEHiffiLli: PHO.gPHOHUS XH SOIL MD PnQ5?mTB ? IK H^MIT 
DUSIflC- TliJl GBOVmi 0? LKICUCE ia'II) TOMATOES. 
! LS22U03 1 
Jlte^able P in ppm. of air-dx^ soil Ppm. Phosphate P in green tissues 1 
Plot 1 12/6/29 3/6/30 Average | Mat-ure 
Orot) 5 1 Leaves 
2/6/30 
ii Crop 5 
Mat-ure | 
leaves 
2/10/30 1 
Grop 5 1 
1 0 & H 
Gk: 
11.2 11.2 11.2 1 36s j 
2 Ck S.6 6.h 7,5 144 120 j 
. J Oa 6.7 u.s 5.7 2SS 2SS 1 
Oa 7.U q.6 S.5 142 272 1 
fj Ca 5.S 6.U 6.2 ( 2SS 1 
6 S 8,6 7.4 S.O 12s i 
7 S 22,k iq.2 20.S 1 i 160 ! 
S S 25.6 24.0 24.3 { iq2 1 
q B 10.2 mm 10.2 44s 120 i 
10 Gk S.& 12.2 10.4 212 ! 
11 Ha 27.6 45.6 16.6 152 s! 
12 Ha 11.6 17.6 13.6 40S 224 
ll Ife S.S 12.S 10.S [) 240 
lU P Us.o 4S.0 4S.0 t 224 i 
15 ? 115.2 210.4 172.S 176 ] 
l6 dc S.2 15.4 11.S 212 
17 ? 201.0 24O.O 252.0 \ 6SS 512 1 
IS Or q.^ 1S.6 L4.0 1 104 j 
19 n 6.U q.6 S.O I ! 250 I 
20 Ok i 11.1 44.0 27.6 1 4l6 1 
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TOI^AL PHOSPHORUS IN TiDMATO AMD LETTUCE TISSUES» 
Table XIIX presents the total phosphorus present in 
tomato fruits and lettuce leaves and roots» It was the in­
tention to determine total phosphorus in the toraato leaves 
arid stems, but time did not periait* 
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5c2al piioshiohus b! t0ha2g- mi) let'racs 2iss13e2 
Per Gent of Dry V/el^ t (fruit, green vvt.) 
50KAT0 LS'T-roCH 
Plot Crop 1 Plot 
Leaves 
G?or) 2 
2/22/29 
leaves 
Crop 3 
Hoots 
Crop 3 
r—
t o
 o
 
•-
5 
1 ! 
1 0 j;I 
at 
2 Ok 0.027 2 Gk 0.9S 1.00 1.2^ 
1 Ca 1 Ca 0.7S 0.70 1.20 
k ? . h Ca l.OS 0.91 1.26 
P 0.024 5 Oa 0.9S 0.92 1.27 
6 P 0.02S 6 S 1.00 0.96 l.lU 
7 Oa •0.022 7 S I.IS l.OS 1.15 
S Ca S S l.lU i.oU 1.1? 
9 Ha 0.026 9 j\J Q.9S 0.97 1.2S 
10 El 0.028 10 Gk 1.02 0.9^1 1.21 
11 Ife 11 Wa 1.06 0.9S 1.21 
12 B 0.02S 12 Na 0.96 1.09 1.16 
li S 0.027 11 Ife 0.96 i.oU 1.12 
1^ S 0.016 1^ ? 0.92. 0.99 1.3S 
l^i H 0.010 IB ? 0.-99 1.01 » l.!o2 
16 01^: 0.027 16 aLc 0.97 i 1.1=5 
17 !J 0.011 17 P 1.00 • 1 1.6s 
IS Oa O.OIS IS Qc 0.91 ! 1.31,, 
19 P 19 K 0.91 1.11 
20 Ga 20 0.?. 
I.ITa 
1.33 
21 ? 
22 P 0.021 
2^ Ck 0.027 
2^ N 0.010 
2P5 Ha 0.021=5 
26 Ua 0.029 
27 Ha 
2S S 0.021 
29 S 0.021 
0^ s 0.022 
11 H 
12 CJk 
33 0.?. 
N.Ia 
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1?JI»T-^HA3I2 MAHGAi'Ji'i'GIsl 3H THS SOxL AND XH 
tomato md lettucs tissuiss^ 
'?he amounts of cianganese, extracted froiri the soil in 
exactly the same way as follovved for phosphorus, ^?ith the 
exception that largar amounts of soil were used, are tab­
ulated in Table XIT, 
Table XIV i^corda the amounts of manganese present in 
tomato and lettuce tissues at the different soil reactionis 
maintained in the various plots. 
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TABLE XI7. 
FIM32RAHLI2 IN T® SOIL jiND MMGAHSSE IN THE FLMT 
niHiiia THS OHOOTH Of Lm'ucB AN]) miwms. 
TO!A20 umjos 
ppm. of Pilterj 
soil. 
ible Kn. 
• 
in the 
I.'" • " . 
ppm., of Mtt. 
in the green 
tla^a. 
ppm. of Filtera 
in the soil. 
Tile t!a. ppm 
gre« 
Plot 9/25/29 l f S / 3 Q  
Ave.for 
Crop 3 
aad 4 . 
Petioles 
Crop 4 Hot 2/1/29 
Crop 2 
3/6/30 
Crop 3 
Leav« 
Crop 
1 0. Cfc 
N. Cfc 
O.lU o.Ug 0.31 5S.5 1 o.m. 
Cfe 
1.48 
2 (St 1.^-? 0.7^^ 1.03 75.0 2 Gk 0.4l 0.49 2.] 
•? Oa 0.12 O.IS 6-?.0 3 Ga 0.15 O.f 
k P o.2p; 0.98 0.62 96.5 4 Ca Ml l.C 
«5 P 3.60 1.73 2.62 ^10.0 5 Oa • l.{ 
6 P. id.6o ^.7g S.19 S6O.O 6 S ' 1.] 
7 Oa none 0.06 0.03 a» 7 3 1.73 3.f 
S Ca O.fiO 0.12 0.31 88.8 S S 8.80 20.56 10.3 
9 Ha q.so U.22 7.01 62.7 9 K 0.12 0,74 5.C 
10 Na 1.7^ 0.9S 1.36 66.7 10 Gt 0.24 1.48 l.C 
11 Ha 2.00 0.7lf 1.37 n.o 11 lis. 0.67 1.97 4.( 
12 S 13.00 0.9g 6.99 96.5 12 Ha . 2.22 
1^ S 6e.oo 5S.7S 777.7 11 Ila 0.98 4» 
lU S 270.00 17.7$ 173.89 1055.5 I4P 0.74 
m i s  S.30 «5.07 120.0 15 P 0.98 «• 
16 Cfc 3.30 0.2«i 1.78 86.0 16 CSc 0.98 4f-
17 H 3.10 o.a l.S^ 133.3 17 ? I.IS 6.67 7.' 
IS Ga 0.28 0 o.iU 78.0 18 Ok: 0.98 
19 P U.26 2.3U 3.?9 277.7 19 H 0.74 «* 
20 da none 0.06 0.03 81.0 20 0. P. 
H. la 
0.9s «•> 
21 P 0.90 0.9S O.9U 205.0 
22 P o,^e 0.12 o.^V 13^.-? 
2? Ofc O.fiO 0.2B 0.38 Sl.p 
2lJ H -*• ' 0.7i^ 0.7U 83.4 
2S Ha lo.ck) 3.11 6.^5 66.7 • 
2b Ka 1.150 1.53 81.U 
27 Ha o.Ug 0.i^9 83.4 
285 S 125.00 27.7S 76.39 805.0 
29 S 16.00 4,89 lO.lOt <^5.0 
^0 S 1.00 0.61 0.80 81.0 
31 N 3.10 0.6l 1.85 74.2 
32 Cfe 6 , m  0.25 0.38 74.2 
?? 3sr. % ?.G3 0.9S V5P 66.7 

TiiBLE! XI7. 
imimmSE IN THE SOIL MD TOSjiL MMGitJESSS IN USE FLAN2 
INft TEB GSLQ'^m OF LBT1?UC1 AND rOMA'i?OES, 
ffo LE wes 
Mn. in the , ppaa.. of Jifn. 
in the gre&n 
ppm. of Filters 
la the soil. 
We Ma. ppm of fi 
green t3 
to, ia the 
.SSllSS. 
30 
Ave^fpT 
Crop 3 
aaad V. 
Petioles 
Crop ^  Plot 2/1/29 
Crop 2 
3/6/30 
Crop 3 
Leaves 
Crop 3 
Leaves aad 
Teins 
GTOT. U. 
^9 0.31 58.5 1 O.M. 
C!k 
I.V3 10.0 
Ik 1.0-^ 7'5.0 2 <& O.U^ ' OM 2.1 6.9 
3L2 O.IS 6^.0 3 Ga 0.1»5 O.ti U.7 
%4 
73^ 
<56.^5 m 1.0 
2.FE ^10.0 B Ca • • l.g 4.1 
g.lQ S6O.O 6 s • •?.l 6.1 
Q$ 0.0^ •» 7 S l.T? 3.5 14.0 
1? 0,31 ss.s s s S.30 20.^6 10.1 
?? 7.01 62.7 9 H 0.12 0.7i^ «i.O ' g.S 
1.36 66.7 10 c& 0.2U IM •?.0 «i.0 
1.37 71.0 11 !fa 0.67 1.97 4.0 fj.o 
9S 6.qq 96. 12 Na , •2.22 • 1.0 
•7^ •58.7S 777.7 13 Ka 0.9S « • 1.5 
7S 17^.89 105f5.t> lU P 0.71^ .. 6.7 
f5.07 120.0 15 P . 0.9S 10.0 
, 1.78 S6.0 16 Ck 0.9g u.-? 4.'i 
61 l.gt? ' ni.3 17 ? l.-5g 6.67 7.5 11. g 
O.lU 78.0 18 Ofc o.gs 6.1 
^.2q 277.7 19 N O.7J1 S.5 
p6 0.0? gl.O 20 0. P. 
U. Ha 
o.gs 
- 5.0 
9S o.qi* 2015.0 
1? 0.34 133.^ 
2F? 0.3S Sl.O 
fk 0.74 S^.U 
It 6,^ 66.7 
69 3.'53 S-^.U 
1^9 . o.i^q g^.4 
78 76.19 S05.0 
I0.¥f «^6.0 
o.so m.o 
61 1.S5 Tk.Z 
2fj 0.^3 7l^.2 
^8 l.«50 66.7 
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TV. DISCUSSION OF MESULTS. 
Variations in pH Obtained, 
Oonsiderable fluctuation in the pH occurred in the soils 
as indicated in Tables III and IV« Only in a few cases was 
the variation over a pH unit. As long as the fluctuation re-
laained within this limit it "was considered satisfactory since 
it was found impossible to maintain an exact pH« "That is, if 
the desired pH were 5 a reaction in that plot of from pH 4,5 
to 5,5 was considered satisfactory, since it could not poss­
ibly be maintained at exactly pH 5.0 with the ordinary treat­
ment required to mature a crop of toniatoes or lettuce in a 
greenhousoo At times the reaction even went out of this 
range* The best that could be done was to maintain it as 
closely as possible to the desired pH, make the determination 
of the pH as it was at the time of the determination^ and take 
the average of several determinations. If this average was 
not as near the desired pH as it should be, the data from the 
plot would at least indicate the growth at the pH actually 
seeuredo 
It ^s found most difficult to maintain the extremes of 
the range such as pH 4 and The acid side vras the hardest 
to maintain, especially in the case of phosphoric acid« Hitric 
aci<^ rather difficult to keep present in the soil as it 
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evidently reacted with, the soil organic matter and leached, out 
readily. Sulfuric acid kept a more constant pH than the other 
acids* Sodium carbonate seemed to cause more fluctuation than 
liiae, which would be expected as it is moh more soluble. 
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Causes of Variation in pH. 
There are probably tliree main causes for the fluctuation 
in pH» Thsse are the neatx*alizing action of plants, the loss 
of the reagent by leachingj and the buffer action of the soil. 
It v/ill be noted that all of these natural causes of variation 
bring about a tendency towards neutralisation, 'fablss III and 
TT show thia tendency thruouto The only chance for too high 
an acidity or alkalinity i/as in the addition of too large 
quantities of the reagents. 
Hoagland (44) shows that the plant is very effective in 
changing a nutrient solution from extremes of acidity or 
alkalinity to very near neutrality. It is reasonable to infer 
that the growing of mature crops in a small volume of soil 
would exert a oontinuoua neutralizing effect. 
The plots used in these esperiinants vi^ere on raised 
benches with steam pipes iramedlately beneath thejn» This 
caused rather rapid drying out and frequent applications of 
water were necessaryo At each application muoh dripping oc­
curred vjhich carried out rather large amounts of the soluble 
reagents added, thus probably accounting in a large part for 
the necessity of adding more reagents continually to maintain 
the desired pH-. 
The buffer action of the soil of course came into 
action imaediately after the addition of the reagents. Hot?-
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everj it probably caused a continuaO. effect on the reaction 
since some of the chemical and physical phenomena involved 
undoubtedly take time for cojapletion-
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Change in Reaction of the Checks. 
An exaiulnation of the reaqtion in the check soils 
(Tables III and at various dates plainly Indicates a 
tendency to beconiQ more alkaline the longer the soils re­
mained in the greenhouse. This agrees with the conclusions in 
a previous paper (27). In this paper the increase in pH v/as 
ascribed to the regular application of an alkaline solution in 
the form of hydrant water and to the formtion of carbonates 
and bicarbomtes by the excessive evolution of carbon dioxide 
from a soil high in organic matter and under ideal conditions 
for rapid bacterial action. A high alkaline reaction becomes 
deleterious to plant growth if the organic matter is greatly 
decreased by Isseping the soil too long a period in the green­
house and the action of bacteria is stopped for Viant of food. 
A high alkaline reaction from excessive calcium ions is harm­
ful unless energy mterial is present to maintain the proper 
bacterial action. 
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Results in the Soil. 
Nitrate Content 
Tile nitrate content in the check plots decreased with 
the advance of the season. The following figui'QS taken from 
Tables V and VI on nitrate nitrogen, show the trends; 
1st 
season 
2nd 
season 
lilo. of 
lettuce 
crop* 
T 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Avs, Hitrates 
in lettuce 
checks - ppm* 
W 
44 
52 
104 
62 
No» of 
toDiato 
crop. 
{at end of 
crop 1) 
2 
Ave. nitrate 
in tomato 
chscks - ppm. 
47 
13 
27 
43 
The large increase in nitrate during the second season 
was undoubtedly due in j^rt at least to the partial 
sterilisation of the soil in the treatment for nematodes* 
Some of tha checks had medium rotted manure added ¥/ith a con­
sequently large increase in nitrate content-. This is brought 
out by the fact that tha check soils 2 and 16, under crop Sj 
(Table VI) contained 13 p»p.m„ each, while check soils 25 and 
32 (manure added) contained 72 and 75 p»p.m« respectively# 
la somo cases J hoivever, there v/as little difference with 
addition of manui'C, especially in the lettuce plots*. 
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The nitrate oontent was very lo?/ after the tomato crops, 
i7hil0 this was not so noticeable in the lettuce plots, showing 
that tomatoes are lauch heavier feeders for nitrate than 
lettuoea This is, also^ shown by the fact that thQ amounts of 
nitrate were lower at all times in the tomato plots* The 
lower feeding power of lettuce may account for the fact that 
there was little difference hetween checks soils treated with 
manure and those which ivers iiot« 
Graph I gives a sujumary of Tables YI and Yll siiov/iiig 
ijhe anxounts of nilirates maintained in the soil. It is appar­
ent that the alkaline soils maintained much highor concentra­
tions of nitrates, disregainiing, of course, those plots to 
Y&ich nitric aoid was applied. Xn most oases sodiura carbonate 
fiave higher aiaounts of nitrate than calcium hydrate and 
alT^ays effected a considerably higher nitrate content than 
calcium carbonate. In fact, in some cases calciam carbonate 
caused a nitrate content below the cheolcs altho as a rule it 
ran about the same. It seemed to take the higher pH values 
produced by calcium hydrate and sodima carbonate to increaae 
nitrification» Phosphoric acid ^vas less toxic than sulfuric 
to the nitrifiers, Just if/hy nitrification should be stimu­
lated in an alkaline reaction cannot bs stated, Wliether it 
is just the natural requirement of nitrobacter to have a 
reaction around pH 8,0 for optimuiii action, vvhethor it is the 
inhibition of a "bacteriophage", or whether it ifs the solution 
of energy material from the organic laatter, has yet to be 
determined by the soil bacteriologist. 
It should be noted from the tables that in the lettuce 
soils applications of calcium., especially after a time, de­
creased the nitrates belov; the check. This laight be due to 
a lack of phosphorus s.tnce it will be noted later that filter­
able phosphorus ran very low in the high calciuia soilso 
In crop 3 of toiaatoes there is the only case in which the 
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Tiit">''at8 nitrogen in tlie sodiura earlaonate soils ever | 
. i 
3D0]?Oi3CilGd "fcilS IQVQI OX tilS GilOCkSw TII6 lOW02?Xli0 Oi. ijilG I 
organic energy supply by rapid action on the orvganic matter | 
I 
under greenhouse conditions undoulatedly had a great ini'luenee | 
OR nitril'ication and explains some of the fluctuations. i 
Sodium carbonate especially attacks the organic matter pro- j 
bably producing in a very readily available supply of organic | 
matter, with a consequent rapid rise in nitrification, but | 
tjliieh of course would resu3.t in a rather rapid depletion of 
organic matter and an ultimate decrease in nitrates if raore 
organic matter is not supplled» 
It would sesia that the use of large amounts of organic 
matter and sodiura carbonate might form a Tsry effective wdj 
of increasing nitrates in a poor soil. 
If the sodium carbonate tends to cause a poor physical | 
condition dsspits ths prcssncc of org^inic ssattsr, lime might 1 
be used at the same time to ovex'come the bad physical effects j 
of the sodium carbonate. The use of lime and sodium carbonate 
together would result in the liberation of soaium hydroxide 
even aore readily than if sodium carbonate is added alone and 
simple hydrolysis is depended upon to give the sodium hydrox­
ide, It undoubtedly is the sodiuia hydroxide rather than the 
sodiuai carbonate which causes the rapid decomposition of 
organic laatter in the soil and gives the stimulus to nitrifi~ 
cation. 
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Non-S^nabiotic Hitrogen Fixation. 
Graph III presents a picture of the relative eontont of 
total nitrogen maintained in the soil :at varying reactions, 
(Tablea X and Xlj Tte amount of total nitrogen follows about i 
the same trend as the nitrate nitrogen® If anything the in­
crease is even greater with an alkaline reaction® The de­
pression v/ith an acid reaction, ho¥/everj is not so great, 
phosphoric acid evidontly stiiaulates some fixation aince it 
is above the checks in most caseso Sodiuni carbonate is very 
iD^irked in its stimulation of azofication (this term is taken 
to mean any non-syiabiotic fixation of nitrogen, since it is 
likely accomplished by organisias other than Asotobaoter as 
\7ell as by the different species of izotobacter). There is 
some tendency for calciuia to depress azofication T<ith oiiae. 
As with nitrification this may be linked up with a tying up of 
phosphorus in the soils estremely high in calcium and the 
destruction of energy isaterialo, The ouestion luay be asked as 
to T^hy the acid soils in some eases lost total nitrogen. The 
conditions in a greenhouse bench are conducive to rapid 
leaching and the rapid absorption by tomatoes, along with 
little fixation of nitrogen caused a depression in the total 
nitrogen content. 
The results in Tables S and ZI also indicate very clear­
ly that in order to have nitrogen fideation there must be 
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plenty of organic laatter present* Tlie soils having inanure 
added at the beginning of the second year show much greater 
fixation in nearly all eases, altho sonjs of the sodium carbon­
ate treated soils without manure still seemed to fix nitrogen 
freely. 
It would seem that it might pay a truck gardener to 
secure his nitrogen in this.v/ay» That is by iMking his soil 
alkaline Tsith sodium carbonate and lime (a pE of 7.3-7.6 
probably would be necessary, since 7»0-7«3 does not cause 
stimulation), adding organic matterj and depending on nitrogen 
fixation to supply his nitrogen» Of course if he is growing 
a crop that will not stand alkalinity the method iTOUld not be 
advisable, but since both tomatoes and lettuce, as ^ ill be 
shown later, responded to alkali treatments, it is likely that 
many other crops will also. The organic mattes:' added does not 
need to contain nitrogen so that any plant residues will 
ansv/er the purpose. Sodium carbonate will attack them even 
if they are of a coarse nature, Four tons of ground liine-
stone, and 1/2 ton of sodium carbonate will bring an average 
soil to at least an itamediate pH of 7»5. This would cost 
about #10.00 for the limestone and |S0.00 for the sodium 
carbonate. The organic niatter would cost nothing except the 
labor involved since crop residues can be usedo this way 
the truck grower could fis nitrogen while growing his oropso 
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After the first application of lime and sodiirni carbonate the 
expense of laairitaining pH 7,5 would be snnll and nitrogen 
might be fixed for years to oome, if the proper organisms are 
present, simply by turning under orop residues of a non-
leguminous nature. 
A few comparisons may be of interest here- li'ization of 
500 to 1000 pounds of nitrogen in one season is shoim in 
Tables X and XI. A fixation of 250 pounds per aore should then 
be relatively easy in the field provided the necessary organ­
isms are present, ®iis is equivalent to an addition of about 
1500 pounds of sodium nitrate, which would cost about #50.00 
Thus the first year the fixation of nitrogen Tjould more than 
pay for the alkaline agents used and the fixation would not 
stop then^ furthermore the nitrogen is in a non-leachable 
form, being made available in about the right aiGOunt by the 
I'litrifiers which are also favored by the alkaline reaction^ 
Sodium carbonate would also maintain a favorable phosphorus 
supply and the sodium might take the place of potash to some 
extent if potash is deficient. 
But sodium carbonate is supposed to b e toxie* Like 
many other salts, it is toxic if it is present in too 
lai-ge amounts. It ?/ould take a gpod many tons per acre on 
ordinary soils to give toxic effects. It is true that it 
causes bad physical effects on soma soils^ but if lime and 
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plenty of organio matter are used it is probable that there 
would be no bad effects* Some puddling occurred in the green­
house, but it soon disappeared* In fact sonie of the v/orkers 
on the alkali soils in v/estern United States have come to the 
conclusion that sodiiua carbonate is not a toxic element in 
alkalirie soils, Breazeale (6) finds from the behavior of 
plants and by ohemical analyses that sodium carbonate does not 
exist in tosiic concentrations in ordinary black alkali soils. 
He finds that both sodium hydroxide and sodium carbonate act 
as stimulatns to plants in all concentrations that are 
usually found in the soil solution of black alkali soils. 
Biviere and Pichard (68) find that of equimolecular quanti­
ties of GaCGg, Mg COg, HagCOg, and I^COg added to lime poor 
soils supplied with Nj P, and K fertilizers the greatest 
increase in plant growth was obtained with sodimii carbonate. 
They attributed this to increases in nitrification, nitrogen 
fixation, and the supply of sodium. 
A system of fertility in which alkalinity is depended 
on for the maintenance of tha nitrogen supply wuld be com­
parable to the alkali of the imst where the total 
nitrogen of the soil is steadily built up despite an intensive 
non-legume cultivation^ Carter and Greaves (17) has proven 
this to be the case in Utah, The humid region faraier would 
not be in danger of having es:cessive accumulation of alJcali 
and nitrates such as occurs in the arid west» He Bould, how­
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ever, have the disadvantage of having added allcali leached out 
where drainage is excessive or carried away by erosion.. 
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TRAHSFOB?BTIOHS OF PflOSPHOHUS 
The changes in the phosphorus of the soil eaussd by 
changing the soil reaction are fiiffioult to" follow™ As al-
.Z'sady BBntioned in describing the methods of procedui'e, no 
mathod could be found for deteriaining the amount of available 
phosphorus without altering the reaction, itself. In all the 
methods some solvent is used v/hich either brought the reaction 
to about the same degree or added foreign ions •pihich caused 
profound changes in the soil. Long shaking ir/ith large amounts 
of water also diluted the existing reaction and caused un­
natural conditions# 
It was finally decided to shake one part of soil "with 
two parts of water for about ten minutes, alio?; it to stand 
several minutes and filter the supernatant liquid thru a 
unifom grade of paper and analyze the filtrate for total 
phosphorus. (See methods of procedure for details}» This 
treatment broke up the soil flli?ss and isLmediately separated 
all phosphorus both organic and inorganic already dissolved 
and all phosphorus in a fine enough colloidal state to go 
thru the filter. In this -way a quick separation of all readi­
ly soluble and fine colloidal phosphorus i^as made -without 
introducing foreign elements, ch-s-nging the reaction (a S to 1 
esrtract was used for pH determinations), nor altering the 
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natural condition of the soil longer than, ti period of ten 
minutos before the separation. 
The phosphorus secured in this way was termed "filterable 
phosphorus'' and was teiken as beiEg the nearest possible appro2£-
•iinatioi). of that ai^sount available to the plant. It seems that 
this procedure is justifiable, since all other methods are 
mere assumptions that some artificial solvent has about the 
sarae solvent action as the plant roots. It seems more reason­
able to expect that all soluble and fine colloidal phosphorus 
present in the natural soil should be nearer to the actual 
amount available than any aiaounts enctracted by soae foreign 
solvent v/hich immediately alters the very nature of the soil 
itselfi 
The method of Parker and Tidisore (66) who used oolloidion 
bags or of using the ordinary Pasteur-Chamberlin filter, ex­
tracts only the Tjater-aoluble phosphorus \?hiGh has been proven 
many times,not to be the only phosphorus available to the 
plant. 
Examination of the Gorrelatiop.s in graph Ho. Pil", bet-ween 
filterable phosphorus and that in the plant, serves to sho?; 
that a definite relation exists between filterable phosphorus 
and the amount taken up by the plant. Of course the amount 
of colloidal material coming thru will vary with the grade of 
filter paper used. Perhaps a grade of filter paper can be 
found which will give even better correlation than is shown 
in graph No. IV. This Biethod combines both chemical and 
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pliysical conditions of the soil in determining tli© available 
phosphorus* Undoubtedly the physical factors such as porosityj 
texture, etc, vary the phosphorus foiind in the filterable por­
tion, but these same factors probably influence the amount 
• taken up by the plants. 
From graph IT it will be noted that the aiaount of 
filterable phosphorus increased with the amount of sulfuric 
acid added. Nitric acid did not cauae much increase. Phos­
phoric acid of course added iraraense areounts of \mter soluble 
phosphorus. It "ahould bs noted that a pH of 4,5-5.5 had to 
be attained before the phosphorus became available. Small 
amounts of sulfuric acid did not cause much change from the 
checks. Evidently any phosphorus Vj-hich was made available 
?/as locked up by iron, aluminunij and laanganese '>^hich also 
^ould be dissolved. 'Bie phosphorus jsade filterable on the 
acid side was probably soluble and not colloidal phosphorus. 
Limestone in practically every case loveered the amounts 
of filterable phosphorus. Evidently the amounts made avail­
able by throT/ing out iron, aluminum^ and manganese hydroxides, 
were imraediately reverted to insoluble tricalcimu phosphate^. 
Lime added to acid soils to bring them to a slightly acid 
condition inay liberate phosphorus from insoluble phosphates of 
iron, aluminum and manganese, but evidently when the reaction 
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is taken into the alkaline range phosphorus is again locked up. 
The high amounts of filterable phosphorus in the sodium carbon­
ate plots evidently v/ere partly due to the large lasiounts of 
colloidal material coming thi'U and also to the solubility of 
the sodium phosphates. The aisounts of phosphoi'us in the plants 
frora these plots xvere increased alraost proportionately to that 
in the soil. 
It should be noted that in crop 4 of tomatoes the phos­
phate phosphorus (Table XII) in the petioles of the plants on 
the manured plots was much higher than in those on the un-
manured plots. The filterable phosphorus V7as not follo\^ed 
for crop 4» The last determination of filterable phosphorus 
for crop S indicates some increases in the manured plots but 
not as marked as was noted Later in the plants. 
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thansfommtions of makgaiess, 
GrapJa 71 shows in a striking manner the rapidity with 
wMoh filterable manganese increases with acidity. Sulfurie 
acid is especially effective in bringing manganese into solu-
tion and probably explains a great part of its deleterious 
effects on plant growth. No work vms done with aluminum or 
iron, but these also probably are brought into solution. 
However, it is likely that smaller amounts of manganese are 
required to produce toxie effects than xjlth aluminun and iron, 
Brenchly (8) has shown that 10 p.p.ma of manganese in 
nutrient solution produces deleterious effects on barley.. Carr 
and Bretjer (15) found that 75 pounds of soluble laanganese per 
acre in the soil was toxic. Table ZIV shov/s that at pH 
4,5«.5<,4 there was as high as 540 pounds of filterable mangan­
ese per acre and at 5.5-6,5 as high as 124 pounds per acre. 
At pH 5,0-5,4, with phosphoric acid, there was only 21,g 
pounds per acre, while with nitric acid the amount present 
ms only a trifle above that in the check soils in all cases. 
It would seem then that manganese was actually to2:ic only in 
the soils treated with sulfuric acid. Since Kentucky Blue-
grass soils contain large amounts of manganese {the checks in 
the prese^i^ experiment contained 8400 pounds per acre as an 
average of several detenainations of good duplication), and 
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since suifurio aoid is undoubtedly one of the acids most likely 
to be found in aoils it is reasonable to believe that a common 
deleterious effect of acid soils is tJiat esierted by the large 
amounts of soluble manganese. 
Burgess (14) ascribed the toxic effect of acid soils on 
lettuce to tha aluminum made active. At pH 5,5 he secured a 
very loii? yield as compared to pH In the first case 
550 p.p.m. of AlgOg were present while in th© second case only 
135 p.p.m, were present. This is equivalent to 344 p»p.iiio of 
soluble aluminum for the toxic quantity and 71 p«p«mo of 
soluble aluminum for the noii-toxic amounts.' It would seem that 
since such large amounts of aluminuci are necessary to be toxicj,. 
it is even more likely that an acid soil ?;ould accuiaulate 
manganese in tozic amountsj especially from soils high in 
total manganese such as found in the Bluegrass soils of 
Kentucky. 
Lime is very effective in reverting manganese to an 
insoluble form, being the only treatment which loT;?ered the 
filterable manganese considerably below the check soils while 
sodium carbonate actually increased the filterable manganese 
above the check soils despite the alltaline reaction# A part 
of this undoubtedly was colloidal manganese. Table XI? shows 
that there was no filterable manganese in most of the high 
calcium soils. This v?ould indicate that altho the acid side 
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lias too much "active manganese"; the alkaline side in the 
presence of caloium may develop a .stage "where manganese is 
iiraiting factor in pJaat growth. 
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LSTT^CS YXSLDS. 
Plot 12, receiving sufficient sodium carbonate to main­
tain an average pH of 7,6 gave decidedly tlie highest yield of 
lettuce in e¥ery instance<. Graph II siio\?s the relative yields, 
while Table V gives the esaot yields. With phosphoric adid 
and a pE 6«5 {plot 15) and with sulfuric acid mid a pH 6,8 
(plot 6) similar yields were secured second only to that on 
plot 12. With lime and a pH 7.S (plots 4 and 5) and sodium 
carbonate and a pH 8,5 (plotll) the results \vere similar and 
came third. The highly acid soils \?ere about equal to the 
checks in yields, while in the high liiae soil lower yields 
were obtained, This agrees with the results of Crist (19). 
However, he did not use sodium carbonate. Soiaa eomplioations 
s©t up by high liiaa additions led hlci to drav/ the eonclusion 
that sli^tly acid soils are best for lettuce. The results 
secured in this work would indicate that an alicaline medium is 
best as long as no complications occur from a high alkalinity 
as for example a change of inanganese, iron and phosphorus 
into an unavailable form. 
Prom the data on yields alone it would seem that sodium 
carbonate is not so likely to cause any ooniplications and it 
undoubtedly favors nitrification and nitrogen fixation to such 
axi extent that yields are materially increased-
It should also be noted that the highest yield on the 
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acid side was seeu3:,'ed ^itli laanai'ey ?/hile sodium carbonate 
without manure increased the yield more than sxij other treat­
ment» 
Nitric add v/as especially deleterious to lettuce. 
Evidently while lettuce requires an ample supply of nitrate, 
it is ¥ery sensitive to excess amounts of it. Plate YII sh0^*fs 
the dwarfing effect of the presence of 200 p.poxa. of nitrate, 
and the beneficial effect of 100 p.p.tHo caused by the stirau-
lation of nitrification by sodium carbonate. The sulfuric 
acid treated soil (No, 7) contained 80 p.p,m» v/hile the check 
soils contained 80 to 90 pep.m. The highest yielding soilj 
(No, 12) contained 109 p»?4m, of nitrate. The high line 
treated soil (No® 3} contained only 55 p*p.mB of nitrate shop/-
ing that for some reason conditions were not so favorable for 
nitrif icat iono 
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TOMTO YISLDS 
Sodium carbonate added to maintain a soil reaction of 
pE 7.5-8.0 gave the largest increase ia the yield of tomatoes. 
IiBmense vines Y/ith a medium set of fruitS and fruit of large 
size were secured, The set was not so good in proportion to 
the vines as in the sulfuric acid and phosphoric acid treated 
plots, nor v/aa the early yield as great, yet the total yield 
was much larger. The io?/er clusters showed vegetative tenden­
cies by putting forth leaves and suckers v;ith some blossom 
drop resulting, but the fruits which did set were quite large. 
The upper clusters set large amounts of fruit without showing 
so much vegetative tendency. With sodium carbonate and a 
pH 8.5 the second largest yield was secui'ed while with lime and 
a pH 7.0-7.9 the third largest yield was obtained. This indi­
cates that alkalinity is much more favorable for tomatoes 
than acidity. The only acid treated soil "PJhioh was even equal 
to the checks in yield was that receiving phosphoric acid and 
having a pH of 5.5-6,5. Graph II shows the relative yields. 
The outstanding influence here as with lettuce was on 
the nitrate content. The large aaiounts of nitrate were not 
so deleterious to tomatoes as they were to lettueeo The 
yields on the soils containing around 250 p.p.m. were low 
while on the soils which at first contained 150 to 200 p.p.m. 
of nitrates and then dropped to about 80-90 p.p.m. average 
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yields above the clieck yields v?ere secured. 
The sodium carbonate treated soils at about pH 7.5, on 
•Khicb the largest yield vias secured had 80-90 
initially and averaged about 40 p.p.m. The high aalcium 
treated soils contained large amounts of nitrates at all times 
but some other element, probably phosphorus was lackiag to such 
an extent that the yields v/ere only about equal to those on 
the check plots. 
In the acid soils phosphorus sesjssd plentiful but the 
nitrates were lacking, in some cases averaging only 20 p.p.m. 
At one time all the sulfuric acid treated soils and the high 
phosphoric acid treated soil •'without manure contained only 
5 p.p.m. of nitrates indicating that the nitrate production 
was not sufficient to supply the heavy demands of the tomatoes. 
The large amounts of phosphorus in the acid soils undoubtedly 
account for the good setting and early yield of the tomatoes. 
Besides the large amounts of nitrates and fair amounts 
of phosphates in the sodium carbonate treated soils it iMy be 
that sodium vias able to take the plaoe of potassium and cause 
a more rapid production of carbohydrates to balance the abun­
dant supply of nitrogen, 
Kraus and ICraybill (53) have demonstrated that hl^ 
yields in tomatoes are associated with an abundant sup|)ly of 
both nitrogen and carbohydrate 
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HITKA'rE IIITR'XaT BT THii PIANTS. 
The first attempts to secure reliable data on the in­
fluence of soil reaction on the amount of nitrates maintained 
in plant tissues were discouraging since the ^ata was not 
consistent. Sometimes an alkaline reaction seemed to favor a 
high nitrate content and in other cases an acid reaction would 
seem best and occasionally the data was so inconsistent that 
no conclusions oould be drawn. Analyses wore made on the up­
per leaves and suckers of torn toes and on the leaves of lettuce. 
Ho particular attention was paid to the age of the suckers or 
leaves nor to the percentage of veins. 
Some analyses were then inade on tissues of varying age 
and on separate samples of veins. It TJas found that the age 
and percentage of veins had a large effect» The younger the 
tissues the lower the nitrate content-and the greater the 
per cent of veins tha greater the nitrate content» 
Determinations were then made on tissues as uniforai as 
possible isith regard to these two factors. Table VIII sho'HS 
that the nitrate content decreased in the tissues from the 
base of the plant to the tips. Growing tips fron check plots 
contained about 125 p.p.m. of nitrate, while petioles frora the 
base of the plant contained around 2500 p.p.m. 
After care was taken to eliminate variations due to the 
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factors of age and pei'centage of veins from plot to plotj two 
conclusions may be drawn from the data secured. First that 
there is a direct cosTrolation between pH and the nitrate con­
tent maintained in the conducting portions of the plant, and 
second that there is an inverse correlation bet^ieen pH and the 
amounts of nitrate in the meristematic tissue. In other words 
with an alkaline reaction a much higher nitrate content was 
maintained in the stems and -veins of the plant, but at the 
same time there was a more rapid utilization of this nitrate 
in the growing tips, bringing about a lower nitrate content 
here than was found Yi/ith an acid reaction. This was especial­
ly- true in the growing tips of tomato suckers in i^hich con­
siderably more nitrate nitrogen T?as found ¥/ith an aoid react­
ion than with an alkaline reaction^ Ho"t?everj in sterfi and 
petiole tissue from the same pJiants the nitrate content with 
an alkaline reaction was much higher. An alkaline reaction, 
besides stimulating nitrification in the soils, evidently 
stimulated "both the absorption of nitrate by the roots and its 
assimilation by the growing points^ This resulted in esiten-
sive vegetative growth as noted in particular on the sodium 
carbonate treated soils. The limed plots were not so outstand 
ing in these effects as the sodium carbonate treated plots. 
Hoi?ever, where organic matter was used with lime an enormous 
vine growth resulted and nitrates were hi^er. As a rule the 
addition of the sulfuric and phosphoric acids had similar 
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effects on nitrate content of the conducting tissues# 'Hie use 
of phosphoric aoid, however, caused a moi'e rapid utilization 
of nitrate in meristamatic tissue than did the sulfuric acid. 
Mtric acid, of course, led to an unusually high nitrate con~ 
tent in the plant and did not behave sa the other acids. 
The amount of nitrate present in the main stems of a 
plant should be one of the best indications of the rapidity of 
absorption of nitrate from the soil. However, it was desired 
to secure yields of toiaato frui'ts and if the raain stem was 
taken for analysis, the securing of yields would be impossible 
In order to secure as nearly as possible the amounts of nitrat 
in the main stems, Tathout loi;vering the yields of fruit, the 
enlarged portion of mature tomato petioles next to the steias 
v;©re analysed. The midrib from mature lettuce leaves were 
taken for this p'orposeo The clata secured on nitrate content 
in these tissues were very definite, showing that roots ab­
sorb much larger amounts of nitrates from alkaline soils. 
This was evident in both tomato and lettuce tissues. Graph I. 
presents a picture of this effect. 
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TOTAL NITHOaM BT TFIE PUNT. 
The results of the determinations of total nitrogen in 
the plant do not seem to have much significance in relation to 
the soil reaction. Even tho an alkaline reaction stimulated 
nitrate absorption, the presence of bases and plenty of nitro­
gen evidently stimulated carbohydrate formation and the per­
centage of total nitrogen was. not greatly incrGa3sd„ As a 
rule, however, an alkaline reaction seemed to bring about a 
somewhat greater total percentage of nitrogen than was found 
in the checks or acid soils. This is especially true with 
lettuce. Graph III shoTO a rather high total nitrogen content 
in the sulfuric acid treated soil which probably was due to a 
stunting effect* With sodium carbonate and a pH S«0-9.0 
there was the largest percent of total nitrogen in all cases 
excepting where nitric acid was added. In the case of 
tomatoes, with the lime there ?ra3 a total nitrogen content 
slightly lower than in the check soils while in the case of 
the lettuce with lime the nitrogen content -ssbs consldei-ably 
above that in the checks. It should be noted in the case of 
the tomatoes that with sodium carbonate and a pH 70 0-7,99 
where the largest yields of fruit were obtained, the total 
nitrogen was below that in the check plants. 2'his shows that 
a high total nitrogen content is not essential to high yields 
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Of fruit. In the case of lettuce, howeverj it seeias that a 
fairly high total nitrogen favors greater foliage growth. 
Table EC presents data on the total nitrogen in lettuce 
roots which is not included in the graphs. The data Indicate 
that sodium carbonate increased the total nitrogen in the 
roots. Small auiounts of calcium also raised the total nitro­
gen content but large amounts lowered it» Sulfuric acid al­
ways lowered the total nitrogen contents but phosphoric seemed 
to have a tendency to increase tlia total nitrogen content of 
lettuce roots. 
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PHC6PHATE PHOSPHORUS AND TOTAL PHOSPHORUS IN THE PMirr« 
The phosphate phosphorus was always high in the plant 
when the soil reaction was acid. Of coui-se on the soils to 
\7hich phosphoric acid was added, the content of phosphorus in 
the plants was high, but in the sulfuric acid treated soils 
also a high content was maintained. With nitric acid the re­
sults were similar to those secured on the check soils, 
AS with nitrate nitrogen there was a great difference in 
the amounts of phosphate in the different parts of the plant. 
Leaves from the tomatoes on the check plots contained around 
150 pop.m. -while the enlarged portion of the petioles next to 
the main stem contained around 1000 p«p.m. 
With an alkaline reaction the outstanding result is that 
on the high calcium treated soils phosphate phosphorus was 
always quite low in the plants. This indicates that lime 
makes phosphorus unavailable to the plant. It TOuld seem that 
this is a better test of the availability of phosphorus in 
soils than the use of the weak solvent methods now in use. 
tjhdoubtedly the amount of phosphate phosphorus carried up the 
stem of the plant from the roots is the best indez of the 
available phosphorus in the soil. Evidently sodium carbonate 
was not as effective in locking up phosphorus since the plants 
in the sodium carbonate treated soils in most cases contained 
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considerably more pliosphato phosphorus than did those in the 
check plots. This -was true in all cases where stem portions 
were esaminedo In only one case did the lettuce leaves in the 
sodium carbonate treated soils have a lower phosphate phosphor­
us content than in the check plots. Graph IT pictures the 
results on phosphate phosphorus. 
One point in crop four of tomatoes should be noted here, 
From Table XII it will be seen that on soils 1-16 the stems 
were on an average, about 500 p.p.m. lower in phosphate than 
¥/ere those on plots 17-S3. Plots 17-33 received heavy appli­
cations of rotted manure just before setting the plants, k 
comparison may be made of plots 3 Ca and 18 Ca which had lime 
added to a pH of about 8a5. The tomatoes on 3 Ca contained 
only 535 p.p.m. of phosphate phosphorus in the enlarged 
petiole next to the stem, while those on 18 Ca having an equal 
addition of lime but also receiving 25 tons of EBnore per acre, 
contained 121S p,p,m. On 18 Ca there was a heavy yield 
of fruit and vigorous green vines, on plot S Ca there was a 
low yield of fruit and yellowish 3eav0s» In fact the plants 
on 3 Ca died very early, while those on 18 Ca ?jere green and 
productive for nearly a month longer. Plate T£. 
shows this contrast. 
Undoubtedly this should be a "Rarning to the heavy lime 
users. If lime is to be applied in large amounts to a soil, 
there is danger of ill effects unless large amounts of laanure 
- -
or other organic matter is added, llie organic matter stimu-
Lstea both the production of nitrates and the liberation of 
phosphates to the plants even if lime is present to lock it 
up. 
The organic matter also probably prevents the complete 
locking up of such elements as iron, aluminum, and manganese, 
and with an alkaline reaction there is no danger of these 
elements coming into "active toxicity". If the reaction is 
made quite alkaline in the presence of organic matter, the 
plant undoubtedly can still secure phosphorus (plots 18 Ca, 
25 Na, and 26 Na were at around pH 3,0-8,5 and yet tomato 
petioles on these plots contained 1200 to 1600 p,p»m<, of phos~ 
phate), and at the same time a fixation of atmospheric nitro­
gen may take place. 
Since manui-e is not rich in phosphorus it is evident 
that almost any type of partially rotted organic matter will 
serve since the air can be depended on to furnish niti'ogen even 
if the organic matter is low in nitrogen. 
The total phosphorus in the plant (Table XIII) agrees 
very well with the results on phosphate phosphorusj much more 
so than nitrate nitrogen did with total nitrogen. Total 
phosphorus was high in lettuce leaves and roots with an acid 
reaction, quite low in the high lime treated soils, and above 
the checks in the sodium carbonate treated plots. 
No data were obtained on the total phosphorus in stems. 
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All the data secured on total phosphorus in toinatoes were on the 
fruit. Here the results were not very consistent. In three 
cases in the sulfuric acid treated soils the fruit v?as lower 
in phosphorus than that on the check soils. The addition of 
phosphoric acid to the soil did not increase the phosphorus in 
the fruit. In fact the only definite conclusion is that lime 
lowered the phosphorus in. the fruits. 
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liANaANJiiaS IK THE PLAITT 
The first deteminations of manganese in the plants were 
so conclusive that it isas not considered necessary to make as 
many deteiminations as in the case of nitrogen and phosphorus® 
With the addition of sulfuric acid the manganese in the 
lettuce leaves was alraost six times as high as that in the 
lesivss on the check soils and about ten tiiaes as high sis that 
in the tomato petioles on the check soils. The phosphoric 
acid had aljuost as great an effect on the manganese content. 
The nitric acid was not as effective in this respect as the 
other two acidSo 
Sodium carbonate consistently lowered the manganese in 
the plant below that in the plants on the check soils and on 
the calciuBi treated soilso In the limed soils, the laanganese 
in the plants tos generally lower than in the plants on the 
check soils. 
Evidently the sodium carbonate did not lower the man­
ganese belot? that needed since the yields wers higheso where 
sodiUEQ. carbonate was used. In fact it appears tiiat it Biay 
even have neutralized a toxic effect from too much manganese. 
The acid soils were always lighter in color than the alkaline 
soils with the exception of the nitric acid treated soils. 
Since the contrast in manganese content of the plants 
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is so great in the acid and alkaline soils it is not out of 
place to advance the theory ttiat the large amounts of mangan­
ese caused an excessive oxidation of the chlorophyll, impeding 
its reducing action on both carbon dioxide and nitrates, caus­
ing a general blanching out of chlorophyll, and consequently 
giving a yellowish cast to the plants. This undoubtedly 
hind,ered the synthesis of carbohydrates. 
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GORRaiATIONS 
METHODS; 
Efforts to deteriniae oorrelation coefficieats soon indi­
cated that pH values result in curvilinear correlations of 
such a nature that ordinary correlation formulas could not be 
applied. Ho formulas were located which could be applied so 
it was decided to use a graphing system to datcrmine the cor­
relations which occur® First the data ^ as graphed separately 
giving a set of 40 detailed graphs. The nezt question was just 
how to put the curves together in such a way as to bring out 
the correlations. In order to do this and at the same time 
summarize the results, a set of six block graphs v^ere imde. 
The blocks are relative in nature, depending on the check as 
a base level. 'These six block graphs summarize the 40 de­
tailed graphs so well that the detailed graphs are not in­
cluded-
In order to show how the block graphs were made the 
case of the yields of tomatoes may be cited. Detailed graphs 
were made from data included in Tables 17 and TTo Crops 2 and 
S were used, since crop 1 was ruined by neniatoQ.es« The 
average check yield from plots 2, 16 and 32, in crop 2, and 
g 16, 23 and 32, in crop 3, was found to be 99 os» per plant 
for crop 2J and 45 oz, per plant for crop 3. The plots 
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included in pH range 4«5~5*4 •with sulfuric acid were found to 
he plo-fcs 13, 14 J 28 and 29., The average of these id lots for 
crop 2  was 8S oz. per plant, and for crop 3, 39 os. per plant 
The per cent of cheok yield for each y/as found as follows: 
.per cent for crop 2 - 85 x 100 s 82$^; for crop 3 a 59 x 100 s 
99 45 
864-5^. The average per cent of the check yield v;as then 64^fo, 
All other heights of the blocks is/ere determined in a similar 
vjay. The determination of per cent of check level converted 
everything to a uniform basis and enabled a common scale for 
all the variables. 
By careful observation of graphs I-VI it is possible to 
make an approximation of the actual simple correlations exist 
ing even if the simple correlation formula is not adequate to 
cover the curvilinear correlations involved. The following 
system was adopted in order to permit comparisons; 
Term used Approxiioate simple 
correlation coefficient 
range 
Excellent 0,80-0.89 
Good 0.70-0.79 
Fair 0.60-0.69 
Medima 0.50-0.59 
Poor 0.40—0. 49 
Not significant 0.10-0.39 
Tables U to XVII use the above system in comparing 
the correlations existing in graphs I-YI. 
NITROGEN CORRELATIONS 
Graph I and Table XT' furnish conclusive proof that the 
amount of nitrate in the soil governs the amount of nitrate in 
the conducting tissues of both tomatoes and lettuce. It does 
not, however, control the amounts of nitrate in insrlstematic 
tissues. In fact the conditions conducive to high nitrates 
in soils and conducting tissues seem to favor nitrate assimu-
lation and protein synthesis in growing tissues to such an 
extent that inverse correlations exist between the nitrate N 
in the soil and in the maristenu 
In Graph II the correlations of nitrate nitrogen in the 
soils and in the conducting tissues with yields are good for 
tomatoes, and fair for lettuce. This indicates that the 
amounts of nitrate available are very important in tomato 
nutrition^ Bi the case of lettuce the nitrate content is 
important but' other factors are evidently about as significant. 
In the correlations between nitrate content and yields the 
nitric acid treated soils were disregarded since it was evi­
dent that nitrate was present in toxic amounts. 
Graph III and Table 27 indicate that conditions favoring 
high nitrification also favor rapid non~symbiotie nitrogen 
fixation. 
The determinations of total nitrogen in tomato and 
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TABIDS XT 
Correlations shown by Graphs I, II and III (Nitrogen correla­
tions ) 
I 
(The term inverse designates a minus correlation coefficient 
or inverse correlation) 
Sectors correlated 
Description 
of correla­
tion existing. Factor 1 Factor 2 
Nitrate IT in tomato soils Nitrate N in tomato 
petioles 
Escellent 
Hitrate H in lettuce soils Nitrate N in lettuce 
midribs 
Good 
Nitrate N in tomato soils Nitrate N in young 
leaves of tomato 
Good inverse 
Nitrate U in lettuce soils Nitrate N in young 
leaves of lettuce 
Fair inverse 
Hitrat© K in tomato soils Toniato yields Good 
Hitrate N in lettuce soils Lettuce yields Fair 
Kitrate N in tomato petio­
les 
Tomato yields Good 
Nitrate N in lettuce mid­
ribs 
Lettuce yields Fair 
Nitrate N in tomato soils Total N in tomato 
soils 
Excellent 
Nitrate N in lettuce soils Total N in lettuce 
Soils 
Good 
Nitrate N in tomato soils Total N in tomato 
leaves 
Poor 
Nitrate N in lettuce soils Total H in lettuce 
Eli dribs Fair 
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lettuce tissues did not correlate well with anythingj excepting 
that where exceptionally large amounts of nitrate existed in 
the soil, the total nitrogen in the tissues was raised consider­
ably. In the case of total nitrogen in the midribij of lettuce 
the large amounts of nitrate nitrogen present probably caused 
a fair correlation between nitrate nitrogen in the soil and 
total nitrogen in the midribs rather than the amounts of 
reduced nitrogen present. 
_ 
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PHOSPHORUS COBFIKMIONS 
That the amounts of filterable phosphorus in the soil 
governed the amounts of phosphate phosphorus in the plant is | 
shown by Graph IV. In the case of the lime treated soils th© 
phosphate phosphorus in the lettuce leaves ?/as not as much | 
lo\?er as would be expected, from the results with toniato leaves 
nor did it go as high as would be expected in the sodium oar- j 
bonate treated soils and a pH 7»0-7»9» Outside of this the 
correlations '=7ere esoellent.. 
The filterable phosphorus in the soil did not seem to | 
haTe much significance in the tomato fruits excepting that 
with an alkaline reaction, calcium lov/ered the phosphorus in 
the fruit while sodium increased it. It seems strange that the 
large amounts of phosphorus in the phosphoric aoid treated 
soils did not increase the phosphorus content of the fruit. 
The total phosphorus in lettuce leaves was influenced 
positively by the amounts of filterable phosphorus in the | 
soil, especially with an alkaline reaction. 
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TABIE XVI. 
GORRSUTIOHS SHO\m BY GHAPHS IV .mi) Y (PH0SPH0BU5) CORSE-
LivnoK-s), 
j^actoi'S correlated 
Factor 1 Factor 2 
Correlation 
existing 
Filterable P in soil Phosphate P in 
mature tomato 
leaves 
iiixcellent 
Filterable P in soil phosphate P in 
mature lettuce 
leaves 
li'xcellent 
Filterable P in soil Total P in tomato 
fruits Fair 
Filterable P in soil Total P in lettuce 
leaves Good 
Filterable P in soil Tomato yields Fair 
Filterable P in soil Lettuce yields Fair 
Phosphate P in mature 
tomato leaves 
Tomato yields Good 
Phosphate P in mattire 
Lettuce leaves Lettuce yields 
- - - - - - ^ 
Fair 
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Graph T indicates that the amouiits of filterable phos­
phorus in the soil faYOrod an increase in yield but evidently 
other factors were equally important* The amounts of phos­
phate phosphorus in the plant are somewhat better iMioators 
Of growth than the filterable phosphorus in the soil, altho 
the amount in the soil directly Influences the amounts in the 
plant. Evidently the low amounts of phosphate phosphorus in 
the plant on the calcium treated soils caused a reduction in 
yield despite the fact that nitrate content was high« On 
the sodium treated soils both phosphorus and nitrates were 
high and there was a consequent increase in yields* 
With an acid reaction the phosphorus in the soil was 
high in nearly all cases, but here the nitrate content ivas the 
limiting factor and reduced the yields in many oases« 
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MGAI^JSSI CORRSMIONS 
•The enormous increase in filterable maagmiese in the 
soil with an acid reaction, was roughly proportional to an 
increase in the manganese found in the plant- Likewise the 
decrease In the calcium treated soils decreased the amounts 
in the plants In the case of the sodium treated soils, how-
ever, the increase in filterable inanganese in the soil did not 
increase the amount in the plant as much as -would be expected. 
The correlation between the amounts of filterable man~ 
ganese in the soil and the yields of lettuce and tomatoes tras 
inverse in nearly all cases. It seesis that the supply of 
laanganeae seldom becaiae so low that it became a limiting 
factor, while the amounts of manganese easily reached tosic 
limits. The only case where inanganese may have been liiriiting 
seems to be in the calcium treated soils where phosphorus -was 
also low. It isas impossible to distinguish whether phosphor­
us or manganese or both might have been limiting factors in 
these soils» 
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TABLB ITII 
COBRBIATIONS SHOWN BY GRAPH 71. (MBIGAKIiSE CORHELATIOHS) 
{THE TSEM IKVSR3E DESIGNATBvS A JAIRTJS GOREEUTIOK COEFFICmT 
0?! nrvsRss GOBBIUTIOI-O 
T?aotors correlated 
Correlation 
existim 
Factor 1 Factor 2 
Filterable Mn in soil In petioles of tomatoes Good 
Filterable Mn in. soil III lettuce leaves Excellent 
Filterable Ma in soil Tomato yields C^od inverse 
Filterable Mn. in soil Lettucs yields Fair inverse 
- 13S -
?. SOI,® OBSERYATIOHS ON THE SFFEOTS GF 
CONTROLLSD SOIL RimC!eiON. 
COLOR AND H5YSICAL PROPERTIES OF MS SOUj 
WATER RSMTION. 
TIiq aoids added did not seem to materially change the 
color or physical properties of the soil# It did se@K that 
the extremely acid soils hecame a trifle lighter. Eie aoids 
undoubtedly caused some precipitation of oolloidal material, 
since these soils gave a clearer filtrete than the checks. 
Phosphoric acid often caused a slight whitish appearance on 
the surface which looked like some sort of salts» It was plain 
that nitric acid acted on organic matter since some foaming 
and evolution of gas took place despite the fact that it was 
greatly dilated before being added. 
Lime gave a slightly darker color to the soil and a 
loose texture. The filtrates from the limed soils were nearly 
as clear as those from the acid plots. 
Sodium carbonate caused an extremely dark color, and at 
first a rather pasty puddled condition. In about a monthj 
however, this puddled condition seemed to be greatly reduced 
and in six months time the tilth of the sodium carbonate 
treated soils was about as good as that of the calcium oarlson-
ate treated plots, altho a darker color still remained^ 
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The one great diffspence still remaining between the 
sodium and calcium treated soils was that the sodium treated 
soils retained water much longer than the limed soils« This 
•was an advantage in the greenhouse henohes since the soil 
dried out rapidly. The sodium treated soils did not need 
applications of ^ ater so often. The acid soils seeiaed to dry 
out faster than either the checks or the allcaline soils. Ho 
data were secured to prove this point, however, ^he filtrate 
from the sodium carbonate treated soils always contained large 
amounts of colloidal matter and was very dark In color. These 
soils were very slow in filtering* 
Evidently much oollidal material was formed by the 
sodium hydroxide resulting from the hydrolysis of sodium 
carbonate. Much of this probably was in the form of the in­
soluble hydroxides of manganese^ iron, and aluminum, altho 
organic colloids were undoubtedly present, since much organic 
matter was brought into solution* 
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DISSAoSS Am INSECTS. 
I'JBMTODSS. 
No data or even very consistent observations •were 
secured on the effect of soii reactions on the development of 
nejnatodes. l^om casual observations it seemed that the 
extremes of acidity and alkalinity retarded nematode develop­
ment and that sodium oarboriate might prove efficient in this 
respect. 
FUSAROT WILT. 
Fusarium wilt often occurred in crop 1, but never was 
found in the sodium carbonate treated soils even Yihen it ms 
present in the plot next to it« I4.me not so effective^ 
since wilt r^as occasionally found in the limed plots» Nitric 
acid seemed to favor the development of wilt, and it occurred 
in the other acid plots more often than in the checks^ The 
use of Marglobe plants in the second and third crops almost 
entirely overcame the difficulty with wilto 
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EIOSSOM DROP. 
Some data was taken on blossom drop, but it was not very 
consistent. Tliis data along with observations^ however, 
seemed to suggest that phosphoric acid enhanced the set of 
biossoias, while lime caused a dropping of blossomso 
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ij iiS'KSOT OF RSAOTIOIJ ON APPEAHANCS OF IMK PLOTS., 
j Color 
;! ———— 
In all eases with the tomato the pisnts on the eeid 
soils were a considerably lighter grsen and thos^ on the 
alkaline soils a darker green than those on the chsok plots. 
The nitric acid treated soils were an exception in that the 
plants on then were a dai'ker green than those on any of the 
other plots. They also produced a more spindling grovyth and 
harder wood. This ms not true after the high nitrate content 
-v?as leached out, since the fourth crop developed an iitunense 
growth of succulent Tines of a color similar to those grown 
on the sodium carbonate treated soil. The light color of the 
plants with an acid reaction undoubtedly v&s due to some 
inhibiting effect on chlorophyll foliation. This has been 
referred to above. 
At one time in the high sulfuric acid treated soil a 
distinct blanching out of the veins occurred. The effect 7Jas 
. aliaost exactly like the effect described by Jacobson and 
Swanback (47) on tobacco^ This ms the one containing 
very large amounts of filterable manganese 7/hen compared with 
the other soils. (See TablevXI'la The plants on the phosphoric 
acid treated soils were not as light in color as those on the 
sulfuric acid treated soils. This probably tos due to the 
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tliat the laanganese phosphates qtq relatively insoluble. 
CtfRLIKG OF mAYES. 
Observation served to indicate that the laaves of the 
tomato plants curled uiost on those plots "whsr© the nitrate 
content was high, namely, the nitric acid treated and allcaline 
soils# The effects however, was not very definite since 
curling api>8ared at tinses In other plots as well« Hoivever, the 
effect was definite enough to justify the above statement. 
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•EYMMSS. 
Only on the soils to isrhich large araouats of acid were 
applied did the plants show much uaeveimess in growth. On 
one corner of the hi^ acid plots the plants would sometimes 
be stunted while at an opposite corner they would grow norm­
ally. The pH in the soils varied in the different parts, but 
not over several tenths of a tiait, which would hardly account 
for the differences in plant growth. It must have been due 
to the fact that in applying the acids some sections of the 
plot •were acted on more vigorously than others before water 
was applied to distribute the acid thruout the soil mass^ 
In the portions inhere lauch action occurred some toxic 
element (e.g*manganese) was probably dissolved to a greater 
©stent than in the other sections. After the water was applied 
the acid was undoubtedly fairly well distributed, but a highQJ? 
concentration of the tosie element might have been maintained 
in.that particular spot. 
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71* SlMiKRY AND CONGIBSIGHS 
Susnnary of ibcperimantal Procedure® 
Thirty-three plota, each 2 »x5«3/4'xS", In gTreeiihouse 
beaches were gromi to Bomiy Best and Marglobe toiiatoes, and 
EG plots of the same slse to arand Rapids forcing lettuce. 
le'iTe crops of lettuce and four crops of tomatoes were gromi« 
The soils in the plots were regulated to varying reactions 
ranging from pH 4 to 9 by the use of sulfuric, phosphoric^ and 
nitrie acids, by calcium and sodium carbonatesj and by calcium 
hydrate. 
Records of pH values and yields of tomato fruits and 
lettuce foliage were taken in an effort to determine the most 
favorable soil reactions for toimtoes and lettuoe« 
It was realized that the changing of the pH value would 
greatly alter the soil flora and chemical nature of the soil» 
After some preliminary wrk, the effect on the nitrogen^ 
phosphorus and manganese changes in the soil under the differ­
ent reactions was considered very important in affecting the 
groTr;th of plants. 
To studj'' the niti*ogen relations determinations of nitrate 
and total nitrogen in the soil and plants v/ere mde. 
To study the phosphorus relations^ filterable phosphorus, 
and total phosphorus in the soil^ along with phosphate and total 
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phosphorus in the plant were determined. 
Determinations of filterable manganese in the soil and 
total manganese in the plant were made. 
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CONCnJSlGNSs 
The most important eonolusions drami from the various 
pfeasos of the resiilts secured are presented as follo¥;st 
1» It is impossible to create a constant pH in soils by 
the addition of chemical reagents.® 
2« A range of G,5 pE on either side of the desired pH 
is close enough to approximte the conditions which would 
obtain if the exact pH desired could he maintained# 
S. The ©ztremes of pE 4 and pH 9 were the most diffi­
cult to maintain* 
4» By the use of Sulfuric aeid a more consteint pH was 
maintained than with either phosphoric or nitric acids. 
With lime a more constant pH was maintained than 
with sodium carbonate* 
6« The variations in pH were largely due (1} to action 
of the plants (2) to leaching from a raised bench, and (3) to 
buffer action of the soil. 
7, The pH of the check greenhouse soils when untreated, 
except for the ordinary additions of hydrant water^ became 
more alkaline with age* 
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Yields of Tomato fruit» 
1, sodium car^jonate added to maintain a pH of about 
7,5 ga^re decidedly the highest yields of tomatoes™ Much 
higher or lov^er pE values with sodium oarhonate did not change 
the yields greatly from those secured on the checic plots. In 
a few eases sodiura carbonate seemed to lovfer the yields ^ihen 
at a pH of 8»5-9,0, altho the second highest yield of tomatoes 
7/as at pE 8,5 i;7ith sodium carbonate. Foliage growth was 
ImiensG on the sodiiim carbonate treated soils, 
2, Y/ith lime and a pE 7.0-7.9 the third greatest yield 
of tomatoes was secured, 
3, On only one asid plot that receiving phosphoric acid 
and having a pH 5i.5»«6,5j was the tomato yield e«iual to that 
secured •with oheclc plots,> 
4, Good setting and large early yields occurred with 
an acid reaction, but the vines soon yellotfed and the total 
yield ^ as small, while plants on the alkaline plots remained 
green and continued to yield over a long period of tim9« 
5, High lime without manure (plot 3 Ca) caused a yellow, 
ing of the plant and low yields. On the high lime plot (plot 
18 Ca) with manure added a green and vigorous vine growth 
occurred along with an excellent set of tomatoes. 
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Lsttuoe yields 
!• Here, as with tomatoes, the plot receiving sodium 
carbonate to maintain a pH of around 7,.5 gave decidedly the 
highest yields, A large succulent growth of leaf lettuce 
resulted. Ko stunting occurred as was the case on some of the 
high lime and acid plots# 
2. with sodium carbonate and a pH 8«5 there was some 
stunting at times, especially in the later crops. At pH 7.5 
the sodium carbonate did not increase the yields so much after 
four crops of lettuce had been grown. 
5» With phosphoric acid and a pH 6.5 and sulfuric acid 
and a pH 6»8 the second highest yields were obtained. 
4. Withi lime and a pH and with sodium cai'bonate and 
a pH 8,5 the third highest yields were secured. 
acid 
5. Manure was necessary when the reaction was in/order 
to permit of high yields while sodium carbonate alone was 
sufficient with an alkaline reaction to giYe high yields, 
6. Additions of nitric acid were injurious to lettuce. 
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Hitrification 
Uomatoes were much heavier feeders on nitrates 
than was lettuce* 
2« With sodiuin carbonate the highest amounts of nitrate 
were maintained. High calcium treatad soils were also high 
in nitrate, altho some of the low calcium treated soils were 
loYifer than the checks at times. 
3. The nitrate content with an acid reaction ?/as much 
below that in the checks> the lowest amounts occurring in the 
sulftiric acid treated soils* 
4« High nitrate content with an alkaline reaction 
undoubtedly I7as a large factor in increasing the yields of 
tomatoes and lettuce. 
5# It is suggested that additions of small amounts of 
sod-ium carbonate and large amounts of organic matter (not 
necessarily high in nitrogen) would be a good way to stimulate 
nitrate production in poor soils* 
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Hbn-Symbiotic Fixation of Nitrogen 
1» Total nitrogen changes in the soils wero much the 
same as the changes in nitrates, with sodium carbonate and 
a pH 7«5 there was as high as lOGO pounds per acre increases 
in total nitrogen. This undoubtedly was due to a vigorous 
stimulation in azofication or non-symbiotic nitrogen fixation. 
2« In the caleium treated soils azofication increased 
at firsts but with time a depression oceurred= It is suggest­
ed that both nitrification and azofication wers limited by 
low amounts of phosphorus in the calcium treated soils. 
13# The necessity for the presence of organic matter as 
energy material Is evident. 
4» It is suggested that applications of small amounts 
of sodium carbonate, medium amounts of lime (to enhance tilth) 
and large amounts of crop residues would be a cheap and effi­
cient "Way to maintain the nitrogen supply in the soils. A 
pH of about 7»5 seems to be necessary to secure both optimum 
nitrification and optimum azofication* The sodium carbonate 
would not precipitate phosphorus {as lima does), and would 
bring about an increase in nitrogen content. 
5. Ie some eases total nitrogen was lost in the acid 
soils, and no significant increases occurred. 
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Piiospifctorus Transformations 
i» Filterable phosphorus was increased with an acid 
reaction in the rang© of about pH 4#5«-54,5« Bstween 5,5 and 
7.0 the soluble phosphorus was sometimes decreasod. It is 
suggested that a slight acidity may have dissolved iron, 
aluminum, and manganese, and phosphates v;ere forraed» These 
XDhosphates evidently required a strong acidity to make them 
available» 
2, High lime treated soils were quite lo-v? in phosphor­
us in all cases. 
3* Sodium carbonate caused a rather large increase in 
filterable phosphorus which resulted in larger amounts in the 
plant and increased yields^ 
4. Additions of laanure increased the phosphorus con­
tent of the plant greatly* This was especially true on the 
high lime treated plots and explains the much better growth 
on the manured and limed plots. 
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MGINESS OJMUSFOmTIOHS. 
1*. Acidity increasedl the filterable manganese at an. 
Gno2?moiis rate, while alkalinity depressed it* 
2» It is suggested that since such small amounts of 
manganese are toxio, manganese may be a oonrnon cause of poor 
growth in acid soils. Since lime is very efficient in 
changing manganese to an insoluble form it is entirely 
possihls that the beneficial effects of lisie srs groatcr in 
precipitating manganese than in actually neutralizing acidity. 
This may be especially true in the high mangansse soils of 
the Kentucky Bluegrass region^ 
3. It is shorn that larger amounts of aluminum and iron 
a3?e required to be toxic to plants than is true of manganese, 
4. Sodium carbonate increased the filterable manganese 
s^ightlyc but did not cause a corresponding inorsasje in the 
content of mnganese in the plant. 
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HLFRATS NITROGEH IN THS PLMT 
1» The age of the tissue analyzed and the percentage 
of veins must be considered in laaking nitrate determinations 
in plant tissues* 
S. The nitrate content of the tissues decreases from 
the base to the tips of the plants 
3, An alkaline reaction maintained much the highest 
nitrate content in the stems and veins of the plant, but at the 
same time it stimulated the rapid utilization of the nitrate in 
the growing tips, resulting in a lower nitrate content in the 
meristem than was maintained with the acid reaction. Sodium 
carbonate was most outstanding in its effects in this direction. 
When organic matter was added with lime the effect was nearly 
equal to that of sodium carbonate» 
4, Both sulfuric and phosphoric acids reduced the 
nitrate content of the conducting tissues of the plant, but 
phosphoric acid caused a more rapid utilization of nitrate in 
the meristematic tissues than did sulfuric acid, 
5« Determinations of plant food in the conducting 
tissues of plants probably affords a more accurate indes: to 
availability of nutrients in the soil than does determination 
in the soil itself. 
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TOTAL NITROGEN IE THE PMT 
1. An alkaline reaction seemed to Increase the per­
centage of total nitrogen somewliat, but the results on total 
nitrogen were not very significant. 
2, A high total nitrogen content does not seem to be 
essential for high yields of tomato fruits, but did seem to 
favor foliage growth in lettuce. 
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FHOSEHATE PHOSPHORUS AND TOTAL PHOSPHORUS 
IN TM PLANT. 
1. With aa acid reaction a high phosphate phosphorus 
oontent was inaintained in the plant, but nitrate evidently 
was a limiting factor since only the early yields T/ere in­
creased. 
2. The conducting tissues contained much larger amounts 
of phosphate phosphorus than did the leaves, 
5. Additions of lime caused an exceptionally low phos­
phate phosphorus content in the plant* Sodium carbonate addi­
tions caused an increase over that in the plants on the checks 
indicating that phosphorus was not locked up in this case. 
4o When large amounts of organic matter are added i7ith 
lime, however, the phosphate content of the plant was greatly 
increased and phosphorus probably was not so much a limiting 
factor as on the plots low in organic matter, 
5. The amount of phosphate contained in the conducting 
system of the plant is a much better index of the availabil­
ity of phosphorus than the weak acid solvent methods used on 
soils, 
6^ The total phosphorus content of tomato leaves 
high 
agreed well v/ith the phosphate phosphorus content, being/at 
a high acid reaction, low in th'e limed soils, and medium in 
the sodium carbonate treated soipLs. 
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7. The total phosphorus content in toiaato fruits was 
not very consistent. Lime lowered it somewhat while phos­
phoric acid, did. not increase it aa might be expected. 
MAHGAWESS m THE PMT 
manganese 
1, With sulfuric acid there was six times as muGii/ in 
lettuce leaves as in the leaves on the check plots and ten 
acid 
times as much In tomato petioles. The phosphoric/had a . 
similar effect to sulfuric acid. The nitric acid was not so 
effective» 
S. With an alkaline reaction the inanganese content of 
the plants was below that of the plants on the checks in most 
oases. 
3. ISvidently with an acid reaction there vjas enough 
manganese to be tosic^ branching out the chlorophyll and giv­
ing a lighter color of foliage along with a lowered total 
yield. 
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COHRELAa?IOWS. 
Tables XV to XVIII show the coiTelations ofetalned from 
bioeJc graphs I-?! on the correlations existing between liie 
various factors recorded in the results presented in Tables 
I to xxr. 
The excellent correlations existing between nitrate 
nitrogen, filterable phosphorus, and filterable manganese in 
the soli with the nitrate nitrogen, phosphate phosphorus, and 
manganese in the plant justify the conclusion previously draira, 
that the amounts of nutrients in the conducting tissues of the 
plant are as good an indication of the fertility of the soil 
as determinations in the soil itself. 
The correlation existing between phosphate phosphorus 
and yields indicates that in the case of phosphorus at least, 
determinations of phosphate in the plant are of more value 
than the usual determination of available phosphorus in the 
soil. 
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PLATE I. 
Manure increased the yield of lettuce somewhat, but 
the addition of sodium carbonate to cause an average 
pH of 7.'6 produced the largest yield of any treatment, 
The average yields for five crops of lettuce are as 
follows; 
Plot 2 
Plot 10 
Plot 12 
Oz. per plant 
2.91 
4.36 
5.19 
rJit !% Plot i 
a3^ 
'  ^ iirXaSw • 
- Of tfy "^r-
PIA^E II., 
This plate shows the comparative effect of the different 
alkalis used in the experiment. The average yields are: 
Oz» per plant; 
Plot 5 4,8S 
Plot 12 5.19 
Plot S 3.80 
-173 -
PLATE III. 
Tills plate ill^Ist^ates the stimulating action of both 
small amounts of acid and sodium carbonate. The car­
bonate caused the greatest stimulation. Average yields 
are; 
Oz. per plant; 
Plot 6 4.67 
Plot 2 2.91 
Plot 12 5.19 
- 174-
'BUTE IT. 
Plate IVo illustrates the extremes of pH plus manure and the 
check plus manure. The sodium carbonate pot 12 at pH 7»6 
-without manure, outyielded pot 11 with manure. Average 
yields for five crops arej 
Oz. per plantJ 
Plot 8 3,as 
Plot 10 4.36 
Plot 11 4,06 
- 175 -
Ph 
PLATE V. 
A medim amount of phosphoric acid was almost eqtial 
to the check plus manure in yields. The average yields 
are; 
Plot 14 
Plot 16 
Plot 12 
Oz. per plant: 
4.16 
4.33 
5.19 
- 176 -
ilsKjii 
PIATS VI. 
i%osphoric aoid increased the yield above all other acids in 
the erop 4 V7hxch 'i?as photographed, but the average yields for 
the five crops shows sulfuric to be 0,12 os, per plant greater. 
ETitrlc acid seemed particularly toxic. Average yields are: 
Oz. per planti 
plot 15 4'» 44 
plot 7 4.56 
Plot 9 30 
- 177 -
h r • 
Mifiure 
PLATS Til. 
Sodium carbonate even in small amounts caused marked stimu­
lation of lettuce, Nitric acid in small amounts caused a 
i]iairked depression in groT/ttio Avorag© yields arej 
Oz« per plant: 
Plot 19 
Plot 7 
Plot 15 
3.07 
4:» 56 
4.76 
- lyg -
PUTS VIII 
-t M 
E 
Chemicals added in grams 
Compost added in tons per A»-
Av, Reaction of soil 
Av, Yields (Crop S) 
8 Ca. 
2200 CaCOg-<-
500 Ca(OHTo 
None 
7.17 
5S.30 
SO ca. 
8300 CaCOs 
500 Ga(0Hj2 
25 
7.63 
50.80 
Hotes on grovfth: Altho the yields were about the same,20 Ca 
with compost had a somewhat vigorous vine growth. Evidently 
the calcium at this reaction did not cause harmful effects 
even in the absence of organic matter since the yields are 
greater than on the check plots (see plate XII)» 
- 179 -
PLATE IX 
I8CA 
Chemicals added in grains 
Coiapost added in tons per A.-
Av, Reaction of soil — 
AY .  Yields (Crop 3) 
^500 o 
Hone 
3.39 
29.00 
3 Cs 
aTWJi 
18 Ca 
E500 Ca(0H)2 
B5 
8.35 
65.70 
Notes on growth; Addition of compost caused much more vigor­
ous growth and large green vines. The plot without compost 
was yellowish in color. Considerable blossom drop ms noted. 
Calcium without organic matter evidently caused harmful 
effects in. the soil. 
- ISO -
PIATK X 
IX Ha« 27 Ha, 
Chemicals added in .grams 100 NagCOg 100 Ha2002"" 
Compost added in tbtis per A.- Hone 25 
AT. Reaction of soil 7.45 7.55 
Av„ Yields (Crop 3) 50.-20 62.80 
Hotes on growth; The organic matter in 27 Ka undoufctedly ef­
fected more vigorous nitrate production as evidenced in the 
large dark green growth, resulting in increa^sed yields. 
- Igl -
PLATE XI 
£6 M. 10 Na 
Chenicals added in grams g50 Na^COg 300 iJagCOg 
Coapost added in tons per j?.,~ 25 None 
Av. reaction oi' soil 7,70 7.84 
Av* yields (Crop S) 57.50 51,80 
Notes on growth: Here again the solution of organic matter 
in 26 Ha by sodin'oi in the soil eaused a raore vigorous vine 
gro?/th, bat, not as great as in 18 Ca (see pLat© IS), 
- Ig2 -
PLf\TE XIX 
32 Ck 2 Ck 
Cheniioals added in grams —— 
Compost added in tons per A« 
AY. reaction of soil 
Av. yields (Crop 3) 
Hone 
25 
6.91 
45.00 
Hone 
None 
6.80 
38.30 
Notes on growth; The presence of orgaitio matter in 32 Ck. 
undoubtedly was responsible for the greatly increased vine 
growth and yields of fruit. 
- 1^3 -
PL.4TS SIII 
i 
I 
29S 
Chemicals added in graias 
Coiapoat added in tons per A*' 
Av. reaction obtained 
Av. yields (Crop 3) — 
1100 H2SO4 
25 
5.24 
34.50 
13S 
1300 H2SO4 
Hone 
5.ES 
37.00 
Notes on growth; The addition of organic matter to an acid 
soil did not increase the yields. The foliage growth altho 
soBjewhat greater in 29S was not so greatly different. Note 
that the yield of S9S is 34,5 oz. per plant while IS Ca (See 
plate IX) is 65.7 oz. per plant. 
